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Page B 3.3-89
Page TS / B 3.3-90
Page B 3.3-91
Pages TS / B 3.3-92 through TS / B 3.3-100
Pages TS / B 3.3-101 through TS / B 3.3-103
Page TS / B 3.3-104
Pages TS / B 3.3-105 and TS / B 3.3-106
Page TS / B 3.3-107
Page TS / B 3.3-108
Page TS / B 3.3-109
Pages TS / B 3.3-110 and TS / B 3.3-111
Pages TS / B 3.3-112 and TS 1B 3.3-112a
Pages TS / B 3.3-113 through TS / B 3.3-115
Page TS / B 3.3-116
Page TS / B 3.3-117
Pages TS / B 3.3-118 through TS / B 3.3-122
Pages TS / B 3.3-123 and TS / B 3.3-124
Page TS / B 3.3-124a
Page TS / B 3.3-125
Pages TS / B 3.3-126 and TS / B 3.3-127
Pages TS / B 3.3-128 through TS/ B 3.3-130
Page TS / B 3.3-131
Pages TS / B 3.3-132 through TS / B 3.3-134
Pages B 3.3-135 through B 3.3-137
Page TS / B 3.3-138
Pages B 3.3-139 through B 3.3-149
Pages TS / B 3.3-150 and TS / B 3.3-151
Pages TS / B 3.3-152 through TS / B 3.3-154
Page TS / B 3.3-155
Pages TS / B 3.3-156 through TS / B 3.3-158
Pages TS / B 3.3-159 through TS / B 3.3-162
Page TS / B 3.3-163
Page TS / B 3.3-164
Pages TS / B 3.3-165 through TS / B 3.3-167
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1
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-
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TS
TS // B
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0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
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1
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Title
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Pages TS / B 3.3-168 and TS / B 3.3-169
Page TS / B 3.3-170
Pages TS / B 3.3-171 through TS / B 3.3-177
Pages TS / B 3.3-178 through TS / B 3.3-179a
Pages TS / B 3.3-179b and TS / B 3.3-179c
Page TS / B 3.3-180
Page TS / B 3.3-181
Page TS / B 3.3-182
Page TS / B 3.3-183
Page TS / B 3.3-184
Page TS / B 3.3-185
Page TS / B 3.3-186
Pages TS / B 3.3-187 and TS / B 3.3-188
Pages TS / B 3.3-189 through TS / B 3.3-191
Page TS / B 3.3-192
Page TS / B 3.3-193
Pages TS / B 3.3-194 and TS / B 3.3-195
Page TS / B 3.3-196
Pages TS / B 3.3-197 through TS / B 3.3-204
Page TS / B 3.3-205
Pages B 3.3-206 through B 3.3-209
Page TS / B 3.3-210
Pages B 3.3-211 through B 3.3-219
B 3.4

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM BASES
Pages B 3.4-1 and B 3.4-2
Pages TS / B 3.4-3 and Page TS / B 3.4-4
Page TS / B 3.4-5
Pages TS / B 3.4-6 through TS / B 3.4-9
Page TS / B 3.4-10
Pages TS / 3.4-11 and TS / B 3.4-12
Page TS / B 3.4-13
Page TS / B 3.4-14
Page TS / B 3.4-15
Pages TS / B 3.4-16 and TS / B 3.4-17
Page TS / B 3.4-18
Pages B 3.4-19 through B 3.4-27
Pages TS / B 3.4-28 through TS / B 3.4-30
Page TS / B 3.4-31
Pages TS / B 3.4-32 and TS / B 3.4-33
Page TS / B 3.4-34
Pages TS / B 3.4-35 and TS / B 3.4-36
Page TS / B 3.4-37
Page TS / B 3.4-38
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B 3.5

B 3.6

Revision

Title
Pages B 3.4-39 and B 3.4-40
Page TS / B 3.4-41
Pages TS / B 3.4-42 through TS / B 3.4-45
Page TS / B 3.4-46
Pages TS B 3.4-47 and TS / B 3.4-48
Page TS / B 3.4-49
Page TS / B 3.4-50
Page TS / B 3.4-51
Page TS / B 3.4-52
Page TS / B 3.4-53
Pages TS / B 3.4-54 through TS / B 3.4-56
Page TS / B 3.4-57
Pages TS / B 3.4-58 through TS / B 3.4-60

0
2
0
1
0
3
1
3
2
1
2
3
1

ECCS AND RCIC BASES
Pages B 3.5-1 and B 3.5-2
Page TS / B 3.5-3
Page TS / B 3.5-4
Page TS / B 3.5-5
Page TS / B 3.5-6
Pages B 3.5-7 through B 3.5-10
Page TS / B 3.5-11
Page TS / B 3.5-12
Page TS / B 3.5-13
Pages TS / B 3.5-14 and TS / B 3.5-15
Pages TS / B 3.5-16 through TS / B 3.5-18
Pages B 3.5-19 through B 3.5-24
Page TS / B 3.5-25 through TS / B 3.5-27
Page TS / B 3.5-28
Page TS / B 3.5-29
Pages TS / B 3.5-30 and TS / B 3.5-31

0
2
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS BASES
Page TS / B 3.6-1
Page TS / B 3.6-1a
Page TS / B 3.6-2
Page TS / B 3.6-3
Page TS / B 3.6-4
Pages TS / B 3.6-5 and TS / B 3.6-6
Page TS / B 3.6-6a
Page TS / B 3.6-6b
Page TS / B 3.6-6c
Page B 3.6-7

2
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
0
0
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Revision

Title
Page B 3.6-8
Pages B 3.6-9 through B 3.6-14
Page TS / B 3.6-15
Page TS / B 3.6-15a
Page TS / B 3.6-15b
Pages TS / B 3.6-16 and TS / B 3.6-17
Page TS / B 3.6-17a
Pages TS / B 3.6-18 and TS / B 3.6-19
Page TS / B 3.6-20
Page TS / B 3.6-21
Page TS / B 3.6-22
Page TS / B 3.6-22a
Page TS / B 3.6-23
Pages TS / B 3.6-24 and TS / B 3.6-25
Pages TS / B 3.6-26 and TS / B 3.6-27
Page TS / B 3.6-28
Page TS / B 3.6-29
Page TS / B 3.6-30
Page TS / B 3.6-31
Pages TS / B 3.6-32 and TS / B 3.6-33
Pages TS / B 3.6-34 and TS / B 3.6-35
Page TS / B 3.6-36
Page TS / B 3.6-37
Page TS / B 3.6-38
Page TS / B 3.6-39
Page TS / B 3.6-40
Page TS / B 3.6-40a
Page B 3.6-41
Pages B 3.6-42 and B 3.6-43
Pages TS / B 3.6-44 and TS / B 3.6-45
Page TS / B 3.6-46
Pages TS / B 3.6-47 through TS / B 3.6-51
Page TS / B 3.6-52
Pages TS / B 3.6-53 through TS / B 3.6-56
Page TS / B 3.6-57
Page TS / 3.6-58
Pages B 3.6-59 through B 3.6-63
Pages TS / B 3.6-64 and TS / B 3.6-65
Pages B 3.6-66 through B 3.6-69
Pages TS / B 3.6-70 through TS / B 3.6-72
Page TS / B 3.6-73
Pages TS / B 3.6-74 and TS / B 3.6-75
Pages B 3.6-76 and B 3.6-77
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-

TSIBLOES-7
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B 3.7

Title

Revision

Page TS / B 3.6-78
Pages B 3.6-79 and B 3.3.6-80
Page TS / B 3.6-81
Pages TS / B 3.6-82 and TS / B 3.6-83
Page TS / B 3.6-84
Page TS / B 3.6-85
Page TS / B 3.6-86
Pages TS / B 3.6-87 through TS / B 3.6-88a
Page TS / B 3.6-89
Page TS / B 3.6-90
Pages TS / B 3.6-91 and TS / B 3.6-92
Page TS / B 3.6-93
Pages TS / B 3.6-94 through TS / B 3.6-96
Page TS / B 3.6-97
Page TS / B 3.6-98
Page TS / B 3.6-99
Pages TS / B 3.6-100 and TS / B 3.6-100a
Page TS / B 3.6-100b
Pages TS / B 3.6-101 and TS / B 3.6-102
Pages TS / B 3.6-103 and TS / B 3.6-104
Page TS / B 3.6-105
Page TS / B 3.6-106
Page TS / B 3.6-107

1
0
1
0
4
2
4
2
4
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
5
3
1
2
3
2
3

PLANT SYSTEMS BASES
Pages TS / B 3.7-1
Page TS / B 3.7-2
Pages TS / B 3.7-3 through TS / B 3.7-5
Page TS / B 3.7-5a
Page TS / B 3.7-6
Page TS / B 3.7-6a
Page TS / B 3.7-6b
Page TS / B 3.7-6c
Page TS / B 3.7-7
Page TS / B 3.7-8
Pages TS / B 3.7-9 through TS / B 3.7-11
Pages TS / B 3.7-12 and TS / B 3.7-13
Pages TS / B 3.7-14 through TS / B 3.7-18
Page TS / B 3.7-18a
Pages TS / B 3.7-18b through TS / B 3.7-18e
Pages TS / B 3.7-19 through TS / B 3.7-23
Page TS / B 3.7-24

3
4
3
1
3
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
1
0
1
1
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B 3.8

Revision

Title
Pages TS / B 3.7-25 and TS / B 3.7-26
Pages TS / B 3.7-27 through TS I B 3.7-29
Page TS / B 3.7-30
Page TS / B 3.7-31
Page TS / B 3.7-32
Page TS / B 3.7-33
Pages TS / B 3.7-34 through TS / B 3.7-37

0
5
2
1
0
1
0

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS BASES
Page TS / B 3.8-1
Pages TS / B 3.8-2 and TS / B 3.8-3
Page TS / B 3.8-4
Pages TS / B 3.8-4a and TS / B 3.8-4b
Page TS / B 3.8-5
Page TS / B 3.8-6
Pages TS / B 3.8-7 through TS/B 3.8-8
Page TS / B 3.8-9
Page TS / B 3.8-10
Pages TS / B 3.8-11 and TS / B 3.8-17
Page TS / B 3.8-18
Pages TS / B 3.8-19 through TS / B 3.8-21
Pages TS / B 3.8-22 and TS / B 3.8-23
Pages TS / B 3.8-24 through TS / B 3.8-37
Pages B 3.8-38 through B 3.8-44
Page TS / B 3.8-45
Pages TS / B 3.8-46 through TS / B 3.8-48
Pages TS / B 3.8-49 and TS / B 3.8-50
Page TS / B 3.8-51
Page TS / B 3.8-52
Page TS / B 3.8-53
Pages TS / B 3.8-54 through TS / B 3.8-57
Pages TS / B 3.8-58 through TS / B 3.8-61
Pages TS / B 3.8-62 and TS / B 3.8-63
Page TS / B 3.8-64
Page TS / B 3.8-65
Pages TS / B 3.8-66 through TS / B 3.8-77
Pages TS / B 3.8-77A through TS / B 3.8-77C
Pages B 3.8-78 through B 3.8-80
Page TS / B 3.8-81
Pages B 3.8-82 through B 3.8-90

3
2
3
0
5
3
2
4
3
2
3
2
3
2
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2
0
2
1
0
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2
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5
1
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0
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B 3.9

REFUELING OPERATIONS BASES
Pages TS / B 3.9-1 and TS / B 3.9-1a
Pages TS / B 3.9-2 through TS / B 3.9-5
Pages TS / B 3.9-6 through TS / B 3.9-8
Pages B 3.9-9 through B 3.9-18
Pages TS / B 3.9-19 through TS / B 3.9-21
Pages B 3.9-22 through B 3.9-30

I
1
0
0
1
0

SPECIAL OPERATIONS BASES
Page TS / B 3.10-1
Pages TS / B 3.10-2 through TS / B 3.10-5
Pages B 3.10-6 through B 3.10-31
Page TS / B 3.10-32
Page B 3.10-33
Page TS / B 3.10-34
Pages B 3.10-35 and B 3.10-36
Page TS / B 3.10-37
Page TS / B 3.10-38

2
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
2
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B 3.3.1.1
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
B 3.3.1.1

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

BASES
BACKGROUND

The RPS initiates a reactor scram when one or more monitored
parameters exceed their specified limits, to preserve the integrity of the
fuel cladding and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and minimize the
energy that must be absorbed following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).
This can be accomplished either automatically or manually.
The protection and monitoring functions of the RPS have been designed
to ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by specifying
limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms of parameters directly
monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs on other reactor system
parameters and equipment performance. The LSSS are defined in this
Specification as the Allowable Values, which, in conjunction with the
LCOs, establish the threshold for protective system action to prevent
exceeding acceptable limits, including Safety Limits (SLs) during Design
Basis Accidents (DBAs).
The RPS, as shown in the FSAR, Figure 7.2-1 (Ref. 1), includes sensors,
relays, bypass circuits, and switches that are necessary to cause initiation
of a reactor scram. Functional diversity is provided by monitoring a wide
range of dependent and independent parameters. The input parameters
to the scram logic are from instrumentation that monitors reactor vessel
water level, reactor vessel pressure, neutron flux, main steam line isolation
valve position, turbine control valve (TCV) fast closure trip oil pressure,
turbine stop valve (TSV) position, drywell pressure, and scram discharge
volume (SDV) water level, as well as reactor mode switch in shutdown
position and manual scram signals. There are at least four redundant
sensor input signals from each of these parameters (with the exception of
the reactor mode switch in shutdown scram signal). When the setpoint is
reached, the channel sensor actuates, which then outputs an RPS trip
signal to the trip logic. Table B 3.3.1.1-1 summarizes the diversity of
sensors capable of initiating scrams during anticipated operating
transients typically analyzed.
The RPS is comprised of two independent trip systems (A and B) with two
logic channels in each trip system (logic

(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

channels Al and A2, B1 and B2) as shown in Reference 1. The outputs
of the logic channels in a trip system are combined in a one-out-of-two
logic so that either channel can trip the associated trip system. The
tripping of both trip systems will produce a reactor scram. This logic
arrangement is referred to as a one-out-of-two taken twice logic. Each trip
system can be reset by use of a reset switch. If a full scram occurs (both
trip systems trip), a relay prevents reset of the trip systems for 10 seconds
after the full scram signal is received. This 10 second delay on reset
ensures that the scram function will be completed.
Two AC powered scram pilot solenoids are located in the hydraulic control
unit for each control rod drive (CRD). Each scram pilot valve is operated
with the solenoids normally energized. The scram pilot valves control the
air supply to the scram inlet and outlet valves for the associated CRD.
When either scram pilot valve solenoid is energized, air pressure holds the
scram valves closed and, therefore, both scram pilot valve solenoids must
be de-energized to cause a control rod to scram. The scram valves
control the supply and discharge paths for the CRD water during a scram.
One of the scram pilot valve solenoids for each CRD is controlled by trip
system A, and the other solenoid is controlled by trip system B. Any trip of
trip system A in conjunction with any trip in trip system B results in
de-energizing both solenoids, air bleeding off, scram valves opening, and
control rod scram.
The DC powered backup scram valves, which energize on a scram signal
to depressurize the scram air header, are also controlled by the RPS.
Additionally, the RPS System controls the SDV vent and drain valves such
that when both trip systems trip, the SDV vent and drain valves close to
isolate the SDV.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

The actions of the RPS are assumed in the safety analyses of
References 3, 4, 5 and 6. The RPS initiates a reactor scram before the
monitored parameter values reach the Allowable Values, specified by the
setpoint methodology and listed in Table 3.3.1.1-1 to preserve the integrity
of the fuel cladding, the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB), and

(continued)
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the containment by minimizing the energy that must be absorbed following
a LOCA.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY
(continued)

RPS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
(Ref. 2)
Functions not specifically credited in the accident analysis are retained for
the overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC
approved licensing basis.
The OPERABILITY of the RPS is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the
individual instrumentation channel Functions specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1.
Each Function must have a required number of OPERABLE channels per
RPS trip system, with their setpoints within the specified Allowable Value,
where appropriate. The actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with
applicable setpoint methodology assumptions. Each channel must also
respond within its assumed response time.
Allowable Values are specified for each RPS Function specified in the
Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations.
The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the actual setpoints do
not exceed the Allowable Value between successive CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less conservatie than the
nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable. A
channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its required
Allowable Value.
Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at which an action
should take place. The setpoints are compared to the actual process
parameter (e.g., reactor vessel water level), and when the measured
output value of the process parameter reaches the setpoint, the
associated device changes state. The analytic limits are derived from the
limiting values of the process parameters obtained from the safety
analysis. The Allowable Values are derived from the analytic limits,
corrected for calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors. The
trip setpoints are then determined accounting for the remaining instrument
errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpoints derived in this manner provide
adequate protection because instrumentation uncertainties, process
effects, calibration tolerances,

(continued)
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(continued)

instrument drift and severe environment errors (for channels that must
function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are
accounted for.
The OPERABILITY of scram pilot valves and associated solenoids,
backup scram valves, and SDV valves, described in the Background
section, are not addressed by this LCO.
The individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in the MODES
specified in the table, which may require an RPS trip to mitigate the
consequences of a design basis accident or transient. To ensure a
reliable scram function, a combination of Functions are required in each
MODE to provide primary and diverse initiation signals.
The RPS is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 with any control rod
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies.
Control rods withdrawn from a core cell containing no fuel assemblies do
not affect the reactivity of the core and, therefore, are not required to have
the capability to scram. Provided all other control rods remain inserted,
the RPS function is not required. In this condition, the required SDM
(LCO 3.1.1) and refuel position one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2) ensure
that no event requiring RPS will occur. During normal operation in
MODES 3 and 4, all control rods are fully inserted and the Reactor Mode
Switch Shutdown Position control rod withdrawal block (LCO 3.3.2.1) does
not allow any control rod to be withdrawn. Under these conditions, the
RPS function is not required to be OPERABLE. The exception to this is
Special Operations (LCO 3.10.3 and LCO 3.10.4) which ensure
compliance with appropriate requirements.
The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and Applicability
discussions are listed below on a Function by Function basis.
Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM)
1.a. Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High
The IRMs monitor neutron flux levels from the upper range of the source
range monitor (SRM) to the lower range of the average power range
monitors (APRMs). The IRMs are capable of generating trip signals that
can be used to prevent fuel

(continued)
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l.a. Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High (continued)
damage resulting from abnormal operating transients in the intermediate
power range. In this power range, the most significant source of reactivity
change is due to control rod withdrawal. The IRM provides diverse
protection for the rod worth minimizer (RWM), which monitors and controls
the movement of control rods at low power. The RWM prevents the
withdrawal of an out of sequence control rod during startup that could
result in an unacceptable neutron flux excursion (Ref. 5). The IRM
provides mitigation of the neutron flux excursion. To demonstrate the
capability of the IRM System to mitigate control rod withdrawal events,
generic analyses have been performed (Ref. 3) to evaluate the
consequences of control rod withdrawal events during startup that are
mitigated only by the IRM. This analysis, which assumes that one IRM
channel in each trip system is bypassed, demonstrates that the IRMs
provide protection against local control rod withdrawal errors and results in
peak fuel energy depositions below the 170 cal/gm fuel failure threshold
criterion.
The IRMs are also capable of limiting other reactivity excursions during
startup, such as cold water injection events, although no credit is
specifically assumed.
The IRM System is divided into two trip systems, with four IRM channels
inputting to each trip system. The analysis of Reference 3 assumes that
one channel in each trip system is bypassed. Therefore, six channels with
three channels in each trip system are required for IRM OPERABILITY to
ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a scram from this
Function on a valid signal. This trip is active in each of the 10 ranges of
the IRM, which must be selected by the operator to maintain the neutron
flux within the monitored level of an IRM range.
The analysis of Reference 3 has adequate conservatism to permit an IRM
Allowable Value of 122 divisions of a 125 division scale.
The Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High Function must be
OPERABLE during MODE 2 when control rods may be withdrawn and the
potential for criticality exists. In
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l.a. Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High (continued)
MODE 5, when a cell with fuel has its control rod withdrawn, the IRMs
provide monitoring for and protection against unexpected reactivity
excursions. In MODE 1, the APRM System and the RWM provide
protection against control rod withdrawal error events and the IRMs are
not required. In addition, the Function is automatically bypassed when the
Reactor Mode Switch is in the Run position.
1.b. Intermediate Range Monitor-Inop

This trip signal provides assurance that a minimum number of IRMs are
OPERABLE. Anytime an IRM mode switch is moved to any position other
than "Operate," the detector voltage drops below a preset level, or when a
module is not plugged in, an inoperative trip signal will be received by the
RPS unless the IRM is bypassed. Since only one IRM in each trip system
may be bypassed, only one IRM in each RPS trip system may be
inoperable without resulting in an RPS trip signal.
This Function was not specifically credited in the accident analysis but it is
retained for the overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS as required
by the NRC approved licensing basis.
Six channels of Intermediate Range Monitor-Inop with three channels in
each trip system are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure will preclude a scram from this Function on a valid
signal.
Since this Function is not assumed in the safety analysis, there is no
Allowable Value for this Function.
This Function is required to be OPERABLE when the Intermediate Range
Monitor Neutron Flux-High Function is required.
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Average Power Range Monitor (APRM)
The APRM channels provide the primary indication of neutron flux within
the core and respond almost instantaneously to neutron flux increases.
The APRM channels receive input signals from the local power range
monitors (LPRMs) within the reactor core to provide an indication of the
power distribution and local power changes. The APRM channels average
these LPRM signals to provide a continuous indication of average reactor
power from a few percent to greater than RTP. Each APRM channel also
includes an Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) Upscale Function
which monitors small groups of LPRM signals to detect thermal-hydraulic
instabilities.
The APRM trip System is divided into four APRM channels and four 2-outof-4 Voter channels. Each APRM channel provides inputs to each of the
four voter channels. The four voter channels are divided into two groups
of two each with each group of two providing inputs to one RPS trip
system. The system is designed to allow one APRM channel, but no voter
channels, to be bypassed. A trip from any one unbypassed APRM will
result in a "half-trip" in all four of the voter channels, but no trip inputs to
either RPS trip system.
APRM trip Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d are voted independently from
OPRM Trip Function 2.f. Therefore, any Function 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, or 2.d trip
from any two unbypassed APRM channels will result in a full trip in each of
the four voter channels, which in turn results in two trip inputs into each
RPS trip system logic channel (Al, A2, B1, and B2), thus resulting in a full
scram signal. Similarly, a Function 2.f trip from any two unbypassed
APRM channels will result in a full trip from each of the four voter
channels.
Three of the four APRM channels and all four of the voter channels are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will preclude a
scram on a valid signal. In addition, to provide adequate coverage of the
entire core consistent with the design bases for the APRM Functions 2.a,
2.b, and 2.c, at least [20] LPRM inputs with at least three LPRM inputs
from each of the four axial levels at which the LPRMs are located must be
OPERABLE for each APRM channel, with no more than [9], LPRM
detectors declared inoperable since the most recent APRM gain
calibration. Per Reference 23, the minimum input requirement for an
APRM channel with 43 LPRM inputs is determined given that the total
number of LPRM outputs used as inputs to an APRM channel that may be
bypassed shall not exceed twenty-three (23). Hence, (20) LPRM inputs
(continued)
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needed to be operable. For the OPRM Trip Function 2.f, each LPRM in
an APRM channel is further associated in a pattern of OPRM "cells," as
described in References 17 and 18. Each OPRM cell is capable of
producing a channel trip signal.
2.a. Averaae Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-Hiqh (Setdown)
For operation at low power (i.e., MODE 2), the Average Power Range
Monitor Neutron Flux-High (Setdown) Function is capable of generating a
trip signal that prevents fuel damage resulting from abnormal operating
transients in this power range. For most operation at low power levels, the
Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High (Setdown) Function will
provide a secondary scram to the Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron
Flux-High Function because of the relative setpoints. With the IRMs at
Range 9 or 10, it is possible that the Average Power Range Monitor
Neutron Flux- High (Setdown) Function will provide the primary trip signal
for a corewide increase in power.
The Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High (Setdown)
Function together with the IRM - High Function provide mitigation for the
control rod withdrawal event during startup (Section 15.4.1 of Ref. 5).
Also, the Function indirectly ensures that before the reactor mode switch is
placed in the run position, reactor power does not exceed 23% RTP
(SL 2.1.1.1) when operating at low reactor pressure and low core flow.
Therefore, it indirectly prevents fuel damage during significant reactivity
increases with THERMAL POWER < 23% RTP.
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2.a. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High (Setdown)
(continued)
The Allowable Value is based on preventing significant increases in power
when THERMAL POWER is< 23% RTP.
The Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High (Setdown)
Function must be OPERABLE during MODE 2 when control rods may be
withdrawn since the potential for criticality exists. In MODE 1, the Average
Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High Function provides protection
against reactivity transients and the RWM protects against control rod
withdrawal error events.
There are provisions in the design of the NUMAC PRNM that given certain
circumstances, such as loss of one division of RPS power, an individual
APRM will default to a 'run' mode condition logic. If the plant is in mode 2
when this occurs, the individual APRM will be in a condition where the 'run'
mode setpoint (Function 2.c) and not the 'setdown' setpoint (Function 2.a)
will be applied. If this condition occurs while in reactor mode 2 condition,
the appropriate LCO condition per Table 3.3.1.1-1 needs to be entered.
2.b. Average Power Range Monitor Simulated Thermal Power- High
The Average Power Range Monitor Simulated Thermal Power - High
Function monitors neutron flux to approximate the THERMAL POWER
being transferred to the reactor coolant. The APRM neutron flux is
electronically filtered with a time constant representative of the fuel heat
transfer dynamics to generate a signal proportional to the THERMAL
POWER in the reactor. The trip level is varied as a function of
recirculation drive flow (i.e., at lower core flows, the setpoint is reduced
proportional to the reduction in power experienced as core flow is reduced
with a fixed control rod pattern) but is clamped at an upper limit that is
always lower than the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High
Function Allowable Value. The Average Power Range Monitor Simulated
Thermal Power - High Function is not credited in any plant Safety
Analyses. The Average Power Range Monitor Simulated Thermal Power High Function is set above the APRM Rod Block to provide defense in
depth to the APRM Neutron Flux - High for transients where THERMAL
POWER increases slowly (such as loss of feedwater heating event).
During these events, the THERMAL POWER increase does not
significantly lag the neutron flux response and, because of a lower trip
setpoint, will initiate a scram before the high neutron flux scram. For rapid
neutron flux increase events, the THERMAL POWER lags the neutron flux
and the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High Function will
provide a scram signal before the Average
(continued)
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Power Range Monitor Simulated Thermal Power - High Function setpoint
is exceeded.
The Average Power Range Monitor Simulated Thermal Power - High
Function uses a trip level generated based on recirculation loop drive flow
(W) representative of total core flow. Each APRM channel uses one total
recirculation drive flow signal. The total recirculation drive flow signal is
generated by the flow processing logic, part of the APRM channel, by
summing the flow calculated from two flow transmitter signal inputs, one
from each of the two recirculation drive flow loops. The flow processing
logic OPERABILITY is part of the APRM channel OPERABILITY
requirements for this Function.
The adequacy of drive flow as a representation of core flow is ensured
through drive flow alignment, accomplished by SR 3.3.1.1.20.
A note is included, applicable when the plant is in single recirculation loop
operation per LCO 3.4.1, which requires reducing by AW the recirculation
flow value used in the APRM Simulated Thermal Power - High Allowable
Value equation. The Average Power Range Monitor Scram Function
varies as a function of recirculation loop drive flow (W). AW is defined as
the difference in indicated drive flow (in percent of drive flow, which
produces rated core flow) between two-loop and single-loop operation at
the same core flow. The value of AW is established to conservatively
bound the inaccuracy created in the core flow/drive flow correlation due to
back flow in the jet pumps associated with the inactive recirculation loop.
This adjusted Allowable Value thus maintains thermal margins essentially
unchanged from those for two-loop operation.
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2.b. Average Power Range Monitor Simulated Thermal Power - High
(continued)
The THERMAL POWER time constant of < 7 seconds is based on the fuel
heat transfer dynamics and provides a signal proportional to the
THERMAL POWER. The simulated thermal time constant is part of
filtering logic in the APRM that simulates the relationship between neutron
flux and core thermal power.
The Average Power Range Monitor Simulated Thermal Power - High
Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 when there is the
possibility of generating excessive THERMAL POWER and potentially
exceeding the SL applicable to high pressure and core flow conditions
(MCPR SL). During MODES 2 and 5, other IRM and APRM Functions
provide protection for fuel cladding integrity.
2.c. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High
The Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High Function is
capable of generating a trip signal to prevent fuel damage or excessive
RCS pressure. For the overpressurization protection analysis of
Reference 4, the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High
Function is assumed to terminate the main steam isolation valve (MSIV)
closure event and, along with the safety/relief valves (S/RVs), limit the
peak reactor pressure vessel (RPV) pressure to less than the ASME Code
limits. The control rod drop accident (CRDA) analysis (Ref. 5) takes credit
for the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High Function to
terminate the CRDA.
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2.c. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High (continued)
The CRDA analysis assumes that reactor scram occurs on Average Power
Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High Function.
The Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux - High Function is
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 where the potential consequences
of the analyzed transients could result in the SLs (e.g., MCPR and RCS
pressure) being exceeded. Although the Average Power Range Monitor
Neutron Flux -High Function is assumed in the CRDA analysis, which is
applicable in MODE 2, the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux High (Setdown) Function conservatively bounds the assumed trip and,
together with the assumed IRM trips, provides adequate protection.
Therefore, the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux -High Function
is not required in MODE 2.
2.d. Average Power Range Monitor - Inop
Three of the four APRM channels are required to be OPERABLE for each
of the APRM Functions. This Function (Inop) provides assurance that the
minimum number of APRM channels are OPERABLE.
For any APRM channel, any time its mode switch is not in the "Operate"
position, an APRM module required to issue a trip is unplugged, or the
automatic self-test system detects a critical fault with the APRM channel,
an Inop trip is sent to all four voter channels. Inop trips from two or more
unbypassed APRM channels result in a trip output from each of the four
voter channels to its associated trip system.
This Function was not specifically credited in the accident analysis, but it is
retained for the overall redu'ndancy and diversity of the RPS as required
by the NRC approved licensing basis.
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2.d. Average Power Range Monitor-mnop (continued)
There is no Allowable Value for this Function.
This Function is required to be OPERABLE in the MODES where the
APRM Functions are required.
2.e. 2-out-of-4 Voter
The 2-out-of-4 Voter Function provides the interface between the APRM
Functions, including the OPRM Trip Function, and the final RPS trip
system logic. As such, it is required to be OPERABLE in the MODES
where the APRM Functions are required and is necessary to support the
safety analysis applicable to each of those Functions. Therefore, the 2out-of-4 Voter Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.
All four voter channels are required to be OPERABLE. Each voter
channel includes self-diagnostic functions. If any voter channel detects a
critical fault in its own processing, a trip is issued from that voter channel
to the associated RPS trip system.
The Two-out-of-Four Logic Module includes both the 2-out-of-4 Voter
hardware and the APRM Interface hardware. The 2-out-of-4 Voter
Function 2.e votes APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d independently of
Function 2.f. This voting is accomplished by the 2-out-of-4 Voter hardware
in the Two-out-of-Four Logic Module. The voter includes separate outputs
to RPS for the two independently voted sets of Functions, each of which is
redundant (four total outputs). The analysis in Reference 15 took credit
for this redundancy in the justification of the 12-hour Completion Time for
Condition A, so the voter Function 2.e must be declared inoperable if any
of its functionality is inoperable. The voter Function 2.e does not need to
be declared inoperable due to any failure affecting only the APRM
Interface hardware portion of the Two-out-of-Four Logic Module.
There is no Allowable Value for this Function.
2.f. Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) Trip
The OPRM Trip Function provides compliance with GDC 10, "Reactor
Design," and GDC 12, "Suppression of Reactor Power Oscillations"
thereby providing protection from exceeding the fuel MCPR safety limit
(SL) due to anticipated thermal-hydraulic power oscillations.
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2.f. Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) Trip (continued)
References 17, 18 and 19 describe three algorithms for detecting thermalhydraulic instability related neutron flux oscillations: the period based
detection algorithm (confirmation count and cell amplitude), the amplitude
based algorithm, and the growth rate algorithm. All three are implemented
in the OPRM Trip Function, but the safety analysis takes credit only for the
period based detection algorithm. The remaining algorithms provide
defense in depth and additional protection against unanticipated
oscillations. OPRM Trip Function OPERABILITY for Technical
Specification purposes is based only on the period based detection
algorithm.
The OPRM Trip Function receives input signals from the local power range
monitors (LPRMs) within the reactor core, which are combined into "cells"
for evaluation by the OPRM algorithms. Each channel is capable of
detecting thermal-hydraulic instabilities, by detecting the related neutron
flux oscillations, and issuing a trip signal before the MCPR SL is
exceeded. Three of the four channels are required to be OPERABLE.
The OPRM Trip is automatically enabled (bypass removed) when
THERMAL POWER is Ž>25% RTP, as indicated by the APRM Simulated
Thermal Power, and reactor core flow is < the value defined in the COLR,
as indicated by APRM measured recirculation drive flow. This is the
operating region where actual thermal-hydraulic instability and related
neutron flux oscillations are expected to occur. Reference 21 includes
additional discussion of OPRM Trip enable region limits.
These setpoints, which are sometimes referred to as the "auto-bypass"
setpoints, establish the boundaries of the OPRM Trip enabled region. The
APRM Simulated Thermal Power auto-enable setpoint has 1% deadband
while the drive flow setpoint has a 2% deadband. The deadband for these
setpoints is established so that it increases the enabled region once the
region is entered.
The OPRM Trip Function is required to be OPERABLE when the plant is
at _ 23% RTP. The 23% RTP level is selected to provide margin in the
unlikely event that a reactor power increase transient occurring without
operator action while the plant is operating below 25% RTP causes a
power increase to or beyond the 25% APRM Simulated Thermal Power
OPRM Trip auto-enable setpoint. This OPERABILITY requirement
assures that the OPRM Trip auto-enable function will be OPERABLE
when required.
(continued)
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2.f. Oscillation Power Ranqe Monitor (OPRM) Trip (continued)
An APRM channel is also required to have a minimum number of OPRM
cells OPERABLE for the Upscale Function 2.f to be OPERABLE. The
OPRM cell operability requirements are documented in the Technical
Requirements Manual, TRO 3.3.9, and are established as necessary to
support the trip setpoint calculations performed in accordance with
methodologies in Reference 19.
An OPRM Trip is issued from an APRM channel when the period based
detection algorithm in that channel detects oscillatory changes in the
neutron flux, indicated by the combined signals of the LPRM detectors in a
cell, with period confirmations and relative cell amplitude exceeding
specified setpoints. One or more cells in a channel exceeding the trip
conditions will result in a channel OPRM Trip from that channel. An
OPRM Trip is also issued from the channel if either the growth rate or
amplitude-based algorithms detect oscillatory changes in the neutron flux
for one or more cells in that channel. (Note: To facilitate placing the
OPRM Trip Function 2.f in one APRM channel in a "tripped" state, if
necessary to satisfy a Required Action, the APRM equipment is
conservatively designed to force an OPRM Trip output from the APRM
channel if an APRM Inop condition occurs, such as when the APRM
chassis keylock switch is placed in the Inop position.)
There are three "sets" of OPRM related setpoints or adjustment
parameters: a) OPRM Trip auto-enable region setpoints for STP and drive
flow; b) period based detection algorithm (PBDA) confirmation count and
amplitude setpoints; and c) period based detection algorithm tuning
parameters.
The first set, the OPRM Trip auto-enable setpoints, as discussed in the SR
3.3.1.1.19 Bases, are treated as nominal setpoints with no additional
margins added. The settings are defined in the Technical Requirements
Manual, TRO 3.3.9, and confirmed by SR 3.3.1.1.19. The second set, the
OPRM PBDA trip setpoints, are established in accordance with
methodologies defined in Reference 19, and are documented in the
COLR. There are no allowable values for these setpoints. The third set,
the OPRM PBDA "tuning" parameters, are established or adjusted in
accordance with and controlled by requirements in the Technical
Requirements Manual, TRO 3.3.9.
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3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-Hiah
An increase in the RPV pressure during reactor operation compresses the
steam voids and results in a positive reactivity insertion. This causes the
neutron flux and THERMAL POWER transferred to the reactor coolant to
increase, which could challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding and the
RCPB. This trip Function is assumed in the low power generator load
rejection without bypass and the recirculation flow controller failure
(increasing) event. However, the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome PressureHigh Function initiates a scram for transients that result in a pressure
increase, counteracting the pressure increase by rapidly reducing core
power. For the overpressurization protection analysis of Reference 4,
reactor scram (the analyses conservatively assume a scram from either
the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High signal, or the
Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High signal), along with the
S/RVs, limits the peak RPV pressure to less than the ASME Section III
Code limits.
High reactor pressure signals are initiated from four pressure instruments
that sense reactor pressure. The Reactor Vessel Steam Dome PressureHigh Allowable Value is chosen to provide a sufficient margin to the ASME
Section III Code limits during the event.
Four channels of Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High Function,
with two channels in each trip system arranged in a one-out-of-two logic,
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
will preclude a scram from this Function on a valid signal. The Function is
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3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High

(continued)

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 when the RCS is
pressurized and the potential for pressure increase exists.
4. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3
Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could
result. Therefore, a reactor scram is initiated at Level 3 to substantially
reduce the heat generated in the fuel from fission. The Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function is assumed in the analysis of the
recirculation line break (Ref. 6). The reactor scram reduces the amount of
energy required to be absorbed and, along with the actions of the
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS), ensures that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 signals are initiated from four
level instruments that sense the difference between the pressure due to a
constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel.
Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function,
with two channels in each trip system arranged in a one-out-of-two logic,
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
will preclude a scram from this Function on a valid signal.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Allowable Value is
selected to ensure that during normal operation the separator skirts are
not uncovered (this protects available recirculation pump net positive
suction head (NPSH) from significant carryunder) and, for transients
involving loss of all normal feedwater flow, initiation of the low pressure
ECCS subsystems at Reactor Vessel Water-Low Low Low, Level 1 will
not be required.
The Function is required in MODES 1 and 2 where considerable energy
exists in the RCS resulting in the limiting transients and accidents. ECCS
initiations at Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 and Low Low
Low,
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4. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 (continued)
Level 1 provide sufficient protection for level transients in all other
MODES.
5. Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure
MSIV closure results in loss of the main turbine and the condenser as a
heat sink for the nuclear steam supply system and indicates a need to
shut down the reactor to reduce heat generation. Therefore, a reactor
scram is initiated on a Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure signal before
the MSIVs are completely closed in anticipation of the complete loss of the
normal heat sink and subsequent overpressurization transient. However,
for the overpressurization protection analysis of Reference 4, the Average
Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High Function, along with the S/RVs,
limits the peak RPV pressure to less than the ASME Code limits. That is,
the direct scram on position switches for MSIV closure events is not
assumed in the overpressurization analysis. Additionally, MSIV closure is
assumed in the transients analyzed in Reference 5 (e.g., low steam line
pressure, manual closure of MSIVs, high steam line flow). The reactor
scram reduces the amount of energy required to be absorbed and, along
with the actions of the ECCS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.
MSIV closure signals are initiated from position switches located on each
of the eight MSIVs. Each MSIV has two position switches; one inputs to
RPS trip system A while the other inputs to RPS trip system B. Thus,
each RPS trip system receives an input from eight Main Steam Isolation
Valve-Closure channels, each consisting of one position switch. The
logic for the Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure Function is arranged
such that either the inboard or outboard valve on three or more of the
main steam lines must close in order for a scram to occur.
The Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure Allowable Value is specified to
ensure that a scram occurs prior to a significant reduction in steam flow,
thereby reducing the severity of the subsequent pressure transient.
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5. Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure (continued)
Sixteen channels (arranged in pairs) of the Main Steam Isolation ValveClosure Function, with eight channels in each trip system, are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude the
scram from this Function on a valid signal. This Function is only required
in MODE 1 since, with the MSIVs open and the heat generation rate high,
a pressurization transient can occur if the MSIVs close. In addition, the
Function is automatically bypassed when the Reactor Mode Switch is not
in the Run position. In MODE 2, the heat generation rate is low enough so
that the other diverse RPS functions provide sufficient protection.
6. Drvwell Pressure-Hiah

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the RCPB. A reactor
scram is initiated to minimize the possibility of fuel damage and to reduce
the amount of energy being added to the coolant and the drywell. The
Drywell Pressure-High Function is assumed in the analysis of the
recirculation line break (Ref. 6). The reactor scram reduces the amount of
energy required to be absorbed and, along with the actions of Emergency
Core Cooling Systems (ECCS), ensures that the fuel peak cladding
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.
High drywell pressure signals are initiated from four pressure instruments
that sense drywell pressure. The Allowable Value was selected to be as
low as possible and indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.
Four channels of Drywell Pressure-High Function, with two channels in
each trip system arranged in a one-out-of-two logic, are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a
scram from this Function on a valid signal. The Function is required in
MODES 1 and 2 where considerable energy exists in the RCS, resulting in
the limiting transients and accidents.
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7.a, 7.b. Scram Discharge Volume Water Level - Hiqh
The SDV receives the water displaced by the motion of the CRD pistons
during a reactor scram. Should this volume fill to a point where there is
insufficient volume to accept the displaced water, control rod insertion
would be hindered. Therefore, a reactor scram is initiated while the
remaining free volume is still sufficient to accommodate the water from a
full core scram. The two types of Scram Discharge Volume Water Level High Functions are an input to the RPS logic. No credit is taken for a
scram initiated from these Functions for any of the design basis accidents
or transients analyzed in the FSAR. However, they are retained to ensure
the scram function remains OPERABLE.
SDV water level is measured by two diverse methods. The level in each
of the two SDVs is measured by two float type level switches and two level
transmitters with trip units for a total of eight level signals. The outputs of
these devices are arranged so that there is a signal from a level switch
and a level transmitter with trip unit to each RPS logic channel. The level
measurement instrumentation satisfies the recommendations of
Reference 8.
The Allowable Value is chosen low enough to ensure that there is
sufficient volume in the SDV to accommodate the water from a full scram.
Four channels of each type of Scram Discharge Volume Water LevelHigh Function, with two channels of each type in each trip system, are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will
preclude a scram from these Functions on a valid signal. These Functions
are required in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 5 with any control rod
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies, since
these are the MODES and other specified conditions when control rods
are withdrawn. At all other times, this Function may be bypassed.
8. Turbine Stop Valve-Closure
Closure of the TSVs results in the loss of a heat sink that produces reactor
pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux transients that must be limited.
Therefore, a reactor scram is initiated at the start of TSV closure in
anticipation of
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8. Turbine Stop Valve-Closure (continued)
the transients that would result from the closure of these valves. The
Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Function is the primary scram signal for the
turbine trip event analyzed in Reference 5. For this event, the reactor
scram reduces the amount of energy required to be absorbed and, along
with the actions of the End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC-RPT)
System, ensures that the MCPR SL is not exceeded. Turbine Stop ValveClosure signals are initiated from position switches located on each of the
four TSVs. Two independent position switches are associated with each
stop valve. One of the two switches provides input to RPS trip system A;
the other, to RPS trip system B. Thus, each RPS trip'system receives an
input from four Turbine Stop Valve-Closure channels, each consisting of
one position switch. The logic for the Turbine Stop Valve - Closure
Function is such that three or more TSVs must be closed to produce a
scram. This Function must be enabled at THERMAL POWER
> 26% RTP. This is accomplished automatically by pressure instruments
sensing turbine first stage pressure. Because an increase in the main
turbine bypass flow can affect this function non-conservatively, THERMAL
POWER is derived from first stage pressure. The main turbine bypass
valves must not cause the trip Function to be bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is >_26% RTP.
The Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Allowable Value is selected to be high
enough to detect imminent TSV closure, thereby reducing the severity of
the subsequent pressure transient.
Eight channels (arranged in pairs) of Turbine Stop Valve-Closure
Function, with four channels in each trip system, are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a
scram from this Function if any three TSVs should close. This Function is
required, consistent with analysis assumptions, whenever THERMAL
POWER is _>26% RTP. This Function is not required when THERMAL
POWER is < 26% RTP since the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome PressureHigh and the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High Functions
are adequate to maintain the necessary safety margins.
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9. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low
Fast closure of the TCVs results in the loss of a heat sink that produces
reactor pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux transients that must be
limited. Therefore, a reactor scram is initiated on TCV fast closure in
anticipation of the transients that would result from the closure of these
valves. The Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low
Function is the primary scram signal for the generator load rejection event
analyzed in Reference 5. For this event, the reactor scram reduces the
amount of energy required to be absorbed and, along with the actions of
the EOC-RPT System, ensures that the MCPR SL is not exceeded.
Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low signals are
initiated by the electrohydraulic control (EHC) fluid pressure at each
control valve. One pressure instrument is associated with each control
valve, and the signal from each transmitter is assigned to a separate RPS
logic channel. This Function must be enabled at THERMAL POWER
>_26% RTP. This is accomplished automatically by pressure instruments
sensing turbine first stage pressure. Because an increase in the main
turbine bypass flow can affect this function non-conservatively, THERMAL
POWER is derived from first stage pressure. The main turbine bypass
valves must not cause the trip Function to be bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is Ž 26% RTP.
The Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low Allowable
Value is selected high enough to detect imminent TCV fast closure.
Four channels of Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil PressureLow Function with two channels in each trip system arranged in a oneout-of-two logic are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure will preclude a scram from this Function on a valid
signal. This Function is required, consistent with the analysis
assumptions, whenever THERMAL POWER is _ 26% RTP. This Function
is not required when THERMAL POWER is < 26% RTP, since the Reactor
Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High and the Average Power Range
Monitor Neutron Flux-High Functions are adequate to maintain the
necessary safety margins.
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10. Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position

The Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function provides signals,
via the manual scram logic channels, to each of the four RPS logic
channels, which are redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation
channels and provide manual reactor trip capability. This Function was
not specifically credited in the accident analysis, but it is retained for the
overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC
approved licensing basis.
The reactor mode switch is a single switch with four channels, each of
which provides input into one of the RPS logic channels.
There is no Allowable Value for this Function, since the channels are
mechanically actuated based solely on reactor mode switch position.
Four channels of Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position. Function,
with two channels in each trip system, are available and required to be
OPERABLE. The Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function is
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 5 with any
control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel
assemblies, since these are the MODES and other specified conditions
when control rods are withdrawn.
11. Manual Scram
The Manual Scram push button channels provide signals, via the manual
scram logic channels, to each of the four RPS logic channels, which are
redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation channels and
provide manual reactor trip capability. This Function was not specifically
credited in the accident analysis but it is retained for the overall
redundancy and diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approved
licensing basis.
There is one Manual Scram push button channel for each of the four RPS
logic channels. In order to cause a scram it is necessary that at least one
channel in each trip system be actuated.
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There is no Allowable Value for this Function since the channels are
mechanically actuated based solely on the position of the push buttons.
Four channels of Manual Scram with two channels in each trip system
arranged in a one-out-of-two logic are available and required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 5 with any control rod
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies, since
these are the MODES and other specified conditions when control rods
are withdrawn.

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to RPS
instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that
once a Condition has been entered, subsequent divisions, subsystems,
components, or variables expressed in the Condition, discovered to be
inoperable or not within limits, will not result in separate entry into the
Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions of the
Condition continue to apply for each additional failure, with Completion
Times based on initial entry into the Condition. However, the Required
Actions for inoperable RPS instrumentation channels provide appropriate
compensatory measures for separate inoperable channels. As such, a
Note has been provided that allows separate Condition entry for each
inoperable RPS instrumentation channel.

ACTIONS

A.1 and A.2
Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide trip signals and
the redundancy of the RPS design, an allowable out of service time of
12 hours has been shown to be acceptable (Refs. 9, 15 and 16) to permit
restoration of any inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. However,
this out of service time is only acceptable provided the associated
Function's inoperable channel is in one trip system and the Function still
maintains RPS trip capability (refer to Required Actions B.1, B.2, and C.1
Bases). If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the allowable out of service time, the channel or the
associated trip system must be placed in the tripped
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A.1 and A.2 (continued)
condition per Required Actions A.1 and A.2. Placing the inoperable
channel in trip (or the associated trip system in trip) would conservatively
compensate for the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a
single failure, and allow operation to continue. Alternatively, if it is not
desired to place the channel (or trip system) in trip (e.g., as in the case
where placing the inoperable channel in trip would result in a full scram),
Condition D must be entered and its Required Action taken.
As noted, Action A.2 is not applicable for APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c,
2.d, or 2.f. Inoperability of one required APRM channel affects both trip
systems. For that condition, Required Action A.1 must be satisfied, and is
the only action (other than restoring OPERABILITY) that will restore
capability to accommodate a single failure. Inoperability of more than one
required APRM channel of the same trip function results in loss of trip
capability and entry into Condition C, as well as entry into Condition A for
each channel.
B.1 and B.2
Condition B exists when, for any one or more Functions, at least one
required channel is inoperable in each trip system. In this condition,
provided at least one channel per trip system is OPERABLE, the RPS still
maintains trip capability for that Function, but cannot accommodate a
single failure in either trip system.
Required Actions B.1 and B.2 limit the time the RPS scram logic, for any
Function, would not accommodate single failure in both trip systems
(e.g., one-out-of-one and one-out-of-one arrangement for a typical four
channel Function). The reduced reliability of this logic arrangement was
not evaluated in Reference 9, 15 or 16 for the 12 hour Completion Time.
Within the 6 hour allowance, the associated Function will have all required
channels OPERABLE or in trip (or any combination) in one trip system.
Completing one of these Required Actions restores RPS to a reliability
level equivalent to that evaluated in Reference 9, 15 and 16, which
justified a 12 hour allowable out of service time as presented in
Condition A. The trip system in the more degraded state should be placed
in trip or, alternatively, all the inoperable channels in that trip system
should be placed in trip (e.g., a trip system with two inoperable channels
could be in a more degraded state than a trip system with four inoperable
channels if the two inoperable channels are in the same Function while
the four inoperable channels are all in different Functions). The decision
of which trip system is in the more degraded state should be based on
prudent judgment and take into account current plant conditions (i.e., what
MODE the plant is in).
(continued)
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B.1 and B.2 (continued)
If this action would result in a scram, it is permissible to place the other trip
system or its inoperable channels in trip.
The 6 hour Completion Time is judged acceptable based on the remaining
capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors available to provide the trip
signals, the low probability of extensive numbers of inoperabilities
affecting all diverse Functions, and the low probability of an event
requiring the initiation of a scram.
Alternately, if it is not desired to place the inoperable channels (or one trip
system) in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable channel
or associated trip system in trip would result in a scram), Condition D must
be entered and its Required Action taken.
As noted, Condition B is not applicable for APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c,
2.d, or 2.f. Inoperability of an APRM channel affects both trip systems and
is not associated with a specific trip system as are the APRM 2-out-of-4
Voter (Function 2.e) and other non-APRM channels for which Condition B
applies. For an inoperable APRM channel, Required Action A.1 must be
satisfied, and is the only action (other than restoring OPERABILITY) that
will restore capability to accommodate a single failure. Inoperability of a
Function in more than one required APRM channel results in loss of trip
capability for that Function and entry into Condition C, as well as entry into
Condition A for each channel. Because Conditions A and C provide
Required Actions that are appropriate for the inoperability of APRM
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, or 2.f, and because these Functions are not
associated with specific trip systems as are the APRM 2-out-of-4 Voter
and other non-APRM channels, Condition B does not apply.
C.1
Required Action C. 1 is intended to ensure that appropriate actions are
taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped channels within the same trip
system for the same Function result in the Function not maintaining RPS
trip capability. A Function is considered to be maintaining RPS trip
capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip (or the
associated trip system is in trip), such that both trip systems will generate
a trip signal from the given Function on a valid signal. For the typical
Function with one-out-of-two taken twice logic, this would require both trip
systems to have one channel OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip
system in trip). For Function 5 (Main Steam
(continued)
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C.1 (continued)
Isolation Valve-Closure), this would require both trip systems to have
each channel associated with the MSIVs in three main steam lines (not
necessarily the same main steam lines for both trip systems) OPERABLE
or in trip (or the associated trip system in trip).
For Function 8 (Turbine Stop Valve-Closure), this would require both trip
systems to have three channels, each OPERABLE or in trip (or the
associated trip system in trip).
The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to evaluate
and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The
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C.1 (continued)
1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.
D.1
Required. Action D.1 directs entry into the appropriate Condition
referenced in Table 3.3.1.1-1. The applicable Condition specified in the
Table is Function and MODE or other specified condition dependent and
may change as the Required Action of a previous Condition is completed.
Each time an inoperable channel has not met any Required Action of
Condition A, B, or C and the associated Completion Time has expired,
Condition D will be entered for that channel and provides for transfer to
the appropriate subsequent Condition.
E.1, F.1, G.1, and J.1
If the channel(s) is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip (or
the associated trip system placed in trip) within the allowed Completion
Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in
which the LCO does not apply. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the specified
condition from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. In addition, the Completion Time of Required
Actions E. 1 and J. 1 are consistent with the Completion Time provided in
LCO 3.2.2, "MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)."
H.1
If the channel(s) is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip (or
the associated trip system placed in trip) within the allowed Completion
Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in
which the LCO does not apply. This is done by immediately initiating
action to fully insert all insertable control rods in core cells containing one
or more fuel assemblies. Control rods in core cells containing no fuel
assemblies do not affect
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H.1 (continued)
the reactivity of the core and are, therefore, not required to be inserted.
Action must continue until all insertable control rods in core cells
containing one or more fuel assemblies are fully inserted.
1.1 and 1.2
Required Actions 1.1 and 1.2 are intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken if more than two inoperable or bypassed OPRM
channels result in not maintaining OPRM trip capability.
In the 4-OPRM channel configuration, any 'two' of the OPRM channels out
of the total of four and one 2-out-of-4 voter channels in each RPS trip
system are required to function for the OPRM safety trip function to be
accomplished. Therefore, three OPRM channels assures at least two
OPRM channels can provide trip inputs to the 2-out-of-4 voter channels
even in the event of a single OPRM channel failure, and the minimum of
two 2-out-of-4 voter channels per RPS trip system assures at least one
voter channel will be operable per RPS trip system even in the event of a
single voter channel failure.
References 15 and 16 justified use of alternate methods to detect and
suppress oscillations under limited conditions. The alternate methods are
consistent with the guidelines identified in Reference 20. The alternatemethods procedures require increased operator awareness and
monitoring for neutron flux oscillations when operating in the region where
oscillations are possible. If operator observes indications of oscillation, as
described in Reference 20, the operator will take the actions described by
procedures, which include manual scram of the reactor. The power/flow
map regions where oscillations are possible are developed based on the
methodology in Reference 22. The applicable regions are contained in
the COLR.
The alternate methods would adequately address detection and mitigation
in the event of thermal hydraulic instability oscillations. Based on industry
operating experience with actual instability oscillations, the operator would
be able to recognize instabilities during this time and take action to
suppress them through a manual scram. In addition, the OPRM system
may still be available to provide alarms to the operator if the onset of
oscillations were to occur.
The 12-hour allowed Completion Time for Required Action 1.1 is based on
engineering judgment to allow orderly transition to the alternate methods
(continued)
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1.1 and 1.2 (continued)
while limiting the period of time during which no automatic or alternate
detect and suppress trip capability is formally in place. Based on the small
probability of an instability event occurring at all, the 12 hours is judged to
be reasonable.
The 120-day allowed Completion Time, the time that was evaluated in
References 15 and 16, is considered adequate because with operation
minimized in regions where oscillations may occur and implementation of
the alternate methods, the likelihood of an instability event that could not
be adequately handled by the alternate methods during this 120-day
period was negligibly small.
The primary purpose of Required Actions 1.1 and 1.2 is to allow an orderly
completion, without undue impact on plant operation, of design and
verification activities required to correct unanticipated equipment design or
functional problems that cause OPRM Trip Function INOPERABILITY in all
APRM channels that cannot reasonably be corrected by normal
maintenance or repair actions. These Required Actions are not intended
and were not evaluated as a routine alternative to returning failed or
inoperable equipment to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each RPS
instrumentation Function are located in the SRs column of Table 3.3.1.1-1.
The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that when a channel
is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of required
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may
be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains
RPS trip capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of
the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken. This
Note is based on the reliability analysis (Refs. 9, 15 and 16) assumption of
the average time required to perform channel Surveillance. That analysis
demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does not significantly
reduce the probability that the RPS will trip when necessary.
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SR 3.3.1.1.1 and SR 3.3.1.1.2
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK ensures that a gross failure of
instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a
comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar
parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption that
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between instrument
channels could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
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SR 3.3.1.1.1 and SR 3.3.1.1.2 (continued)
Agreement criteria which are determined by the plant staff based on an
investigation of a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
may be used to support this parameter comparison and include indication
and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication
that the instrument has drifted outside its limit, and does not necessarily
indicate the channel is Inoperable.
The Frequency of once every 12 hours for SR 3.3.1.1.1 is based upon
operating experience that demonstrates that channel failure is rare. The
Frequency of once every 24 hours for SR 3.3.1.1.2 is based upon
operating experience that demonstrates that channel failure is rare and
the evaluation in References 15 and 16. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal checks of channels during normal operational
use of the displays associated with the channels required by the LCO.
SR 3.3.1.1.3
To ensure that the APRMs are accurately indicating the true core average
power, the APRMs are calibrated to the reactor power calculated from a
heat balance. The Frequency of once per 7 days is based on minor
changes in LPRM sensitivity, which could affect the APRM reading
between performances of SR 3.3.1.1.8.
A restriction to satisfying this SR when < 23% RTP is provided that
requires the SR to be met only at _>23% RTP because it is difficult to
accurately maintain APRM indication of core THERMAL POWER
consistent with a heat balance when < 23% RTP. At low power levels, a
high degree of accuracy is unnecessary because of the large, inherent
margin to thermal limits (MCPR, LHGR and APLHGR). At _>23% RTP, the
Surveillance is required to have been satisfactorily performed within the
last 7 days, in accordance with SR 3.0.2. A Note is provided which allows
an increase in THERMAL POWER above 23% if the 7 day Frequency is
not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be performed within 12
hours after reaching or exceeding 23% RTP. Twelve hours is based on
operating experience and in
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SR 3.3.1.1.3 (continued)
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

SR 3.3.1.1.4
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended function.
As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be performed when entering
MODE 2 from MODE 1, since testing of the MODE 2 required IRM
Functions cannot be performed in MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted
leads, or movable links. This allows entry into MODE 2 if the 7 day
Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be
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SR 3.3.1.1.4 (continued)
performed within 12 hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Twelve
hours is based on operating experience and in consideration of providing
a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.
A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system average
unavailability over the Frequency interval and is based on reliability
analysis (Ref. 9).
SR 3.3.1.1.5
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended function. A
Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system average
availability over the Frequency and is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 9. (The Manual Scram Function's CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST Frequency was credited in the analysis to extend many automatic
scram Functions' Frequencies.)

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7
These Surveillances are established to ensure that no gaps in neutron flux
indication exist from subcritical to power operation for monitoring core
reactivity status.
The overlap between SRMs and IRMs is required to be demonstrated to
ensure that reactor power will not be increased into a neutron flux region
without adequate indication. The overlap is demonstrated prior to fully
withdrawing the SRMs from the core. Demonstrating the overlap prior to
fully withdrawing the SRMs from the core is required to ensure the SRMs
are on-scale for the overlap demonstration.
The overlap between IRMs and APRMs is of concern when reducing
power into the IRM range. On power increases, the system design will
prevent further increases (by initiating a rod block) if adequate overlap is
not maintained. Overlap between IRMs and APRMs exists when sufficient
IRMs and APRMs concurrently have onscale readings such that the
transition between MODE 1 and MODE 2 can be made without either
APRM downscale rod block, or IRM upscale rod block. Overlap
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

between SRMs and IRMs similarly exists when, prior to fully withdrawing
the SRMs from the core, IRMs are above mid-scale on range 1 before
SRMs have reached the upscale rod block.
As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.7 is only required to be met during entry into
MODE 2 from MODE 1. That is, after the overlap requirement has been
met and indication has transitioned to the IRMs, maintaining overlap is not
required (APRMs may be reading downscale once in MODE 2).
If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated (e.g., IRM/APRM
overlap), the reason for the failure of the Surveillance should be
determined and the appropriate channel(s) declared inoperable. Only
those appropriate channels that are required in the current MODE or
condition should be declared inoperable.
A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering judgment and
the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.
SR 3.3.1.1.8
LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux profiles that are
either measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP) System at all
functional locations or calculated for TIP locations that are not functional.
The methodology used to develop the power distribution limits considers
the uncertainty for both measured and calculated local flux profiles. This
methodology assumes that all the TIP locations are functional for the first
LPRM calibration following a refueling outage, and a minimum of 25
functional TIP locations for subsequent LPRM calibrations. The calibrated
LPRMs establish the relative local flux profile for appropriate
representative input to the APRM System. The 1000 MWD/MT Frequency
is based on operating experience with LPRM sensitivity changes.
SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.14
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
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SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.14 (continued)
intended function. The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the
reliability analysis of Reference 9.
SR 3.3.1.1.9 is modified by a Note that provides a general exception to the
definition of CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. This exception is necessary
because the design of instrumentation does not facilitate functional testing
of all required contacts of the relay which input into the combinational
logic. (Reference 10) Performance of such a test could result in a plant
transient or place the plant in an undo risk situation. Therefore, for this
SR, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies acceptable response by
verifying the change of state of the relay which inputs into the
combinational logic. The required contacts not tested during the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST are tested under the LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST, SR 3.3.1.1.15. This is acceptable because
operating experience shows that the contacts not tested during the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST normally pass the LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and the testing methodology minimizes the risk of
unplanned transients.
The 24 month Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.14 is based on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the 24 month Frequency.
SR 3.3.1.1.10, SR 3.3.1.1.11, SR 3.3.1.1.13, and SR 3.3.1.1.18
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies that the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the plant
specific setpoint methodology.
Note 1 for SR 3.3.1.1.18 states that neutron detectors are excluded from
CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with minimal
drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.
Changes in neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for by
performing the 7 day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.3) and the
2000 MWD/MT LPRM
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1.10, SR 3.3.1.1.11, SR 3.3.1.1.13 and SR 3.3.1.1.18
(continued)
calibration against the TIPs (SR 3.3.1.1.8).
A Note is provided for SR 3.3.1.1.11 that requires the IRM SRs to be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Testing of
the MODE 2 APRM and IRM Functions cannot be performed in MODE 1
without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable links. This Note allows
entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if the associated Frequency is not met
per SR 3.0.2. Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.
A second note is provided for SR 3.3.1.1.18 that requires that the
recirculation flow (drive flow) transmitters, which supply the flow signal to
the APRMs, be included in the SR for Functions 2.b and 2.f. The APRM
Simulated Thermal Power-High Function (Function 2.b) and the OPRM
Trip Function (Function 2.f) both require a valid drive flow signal. The
APRM Simulated Thermal Power-High Function uses drive flow to vary the
trip setpoint. The OPRM Trip Function uses drive flow to automatically
enable or bypass the OPRM Trip output to the RPS. A CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of the APRM drive flow signal requires both calibrating the
drive flow transmitters and the processing hardware in the APRM
equipment. SR 3.3.1.1.20 establishes a valid drive flow / core flow
relationship. Changes throughout the cycle in the drive flow / core flow
relationship due to the changing thermal hydraulic operating conditions of
the core are accounted for in the margins included in the bases or
analyses used to establish the setpoints for the APRM Simulated Thermal
Power-High Function and the OPRM Trip Function.
The Frequency of 184 days for SR 3.3.1.1.11, 92 days for SR 3.3.1.1.12
and 24 months for SR 3.3.1.1.13 and SR 3.3.1.1.18 is based upon the
assumptions in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in
the setpoint analysis.
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SR 3.3.1.1.12
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended function. For
the APRM Functions, this test supplements the automatic self-test
functions that operate continuously in the APRM and voter channels. The
scope of the APRM CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is that which is
necessary to test the hardware. Software controlled functions are tested
as part of the initial verification and validation and are only incidentally
tested as part of the surveillance testing. Automatic self-test functions
check the EPROMs in which the software-controlled logic is defined.
Changes in the EPROMs will be detected by the self-test function and
alarmed via the APRM trouble alarm. SR 3.3.1.1.1 for the APRM functions
includes a step to confirm that the automatic self-test function is still
operating.
The APRM CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST covers the APRM channels
(including recirculation flow processing -- applicable to Function 2.b and
the auto-enable portion of Function 2.f only), the 2-out-of-4 Voter
channels, and the interface connections into the RPS trip systems from
the voter channels.
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the
current plant specific setpoint methodology. The 184-day Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.12 is based on the reliability analyses of References 15 and
16. (NOTE: The actual voting logic of the 2-out-of-4 Voter Function is
tested as part of SR 3.3.1.1.15. The auto-enable setpoints for the OPRM
Trip are confirmed by SR 3.3.1.1.19.)
A Note is provided for Function 2.a that requires this SR to be performed
within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Testing of the MODE
2 APRM Function cannot be performed in MODE 1 without utilizing
jumpers or lifted leads. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1
if the associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2.
A second Note is provided for Functions 2.b and 2.f that clarifies that the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for Functions 2.b and 2.f. includes testing
of the recirculation flow processing electronics, excluding the flow
transmitters.
SR 3.3.1.1.15
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific channel. The
functional testing of control rods (LCO 3.1.3), and SDV vent
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1.15

(continued)

and drain valves (LCO 3.1.8), overlaps this Surveillance to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function.
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST for APRM Function 2.e
simulates APRM and OPRM trip conditions at the 2-out-of-4 Voter channel
inputs to check all combinations of two tripped inputs to the 2-out-of-4
logic in the voter channels and APRM-related redundant RPS relays.
The 24 month Frequency is based on the need to perform portions of this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the
24 month Frequency.
SR 3.3.1.1.16
This SR ensures that scrams initiated from the Turbine Stop ValveClosure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low
Functions will not be inadvertently bypassed when THERMAL POWER is
_>26% RTP. This is performed by a Functional check that ensures the
scram feature is not bypassed at _>
26% RTP. Because main turbine
bypass flow can affect this function nonconservatively (THERMAL
POWER is derived from turbine first stage pressure), the opening of the
main turbine bypass valves must not cause the trip Function to be
bypassed when Thermal Power is _>26% RTP.
If any bypass channel's trip function is nonconservative (i.e., the Functions
are bypassed at > 26% RTP, either due to open main turbine bypass
valve(s) or other reasons), then the affected Turbine Stop Valve-Closure
and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low Functions
are considered inoperable. Alternatively, the bypass channel can be
placed in the conservative condition (nonbypass). If placed in the
nonbypass condition, this SR is met and the channel is considered
OPERABLE.
The Frequency of 24 months is based on engineering judgment and
reliability of the components.
SR 3.3.1.1.17
This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less than
or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident analysis. This
test may be performed in one
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1.17 (continued)
measurement or in overlapping segments, with verification that all
components are tested. The RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria
are included in Reference 11.
RPS RESPONSE TIME for the APRM 2-out-of-4 Voter Function (2.e)
includes the APRM Flux Trip output relays and the OPRM Trip output
relays of the voter and the associated RPS relays and contactors.
(Note: The digital portion of the APRM, OPRM and 2-out-of-4 Voter
channels are excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing because
self-testing and calibration checks the time base of the digital electronics.
Confirmation of the time base is adequate to assure required response
times are met. Neutron detectors are excluded from RPS RESPONSE
TIME testing because the principles of detector operation virtually ensure
an instantaneous response time. See References 12 and 13).
RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an 24 month
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Note 3 requires STAGGERED TEST BASIS
Frequency to be determined based on 4 channels per trip system, in lieu
of the 8 channels specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1 for the MSIV Closure
Function because channels are arranged in pairs.
This Frequency is based on the logic interrelationships of the various
channels required to produce an RPS scram signal. The 24 month
Frequency is consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
based upon plant operating experience, which shows that random failures
of instrumentation components causing serious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.
SR 3.3.1.1.17 for Function 2.e confirms the response time of that function,
and also confirms the response time of components to Function 2.e and
other RPS functions. (Reference 14)
Note 3 allows the STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency for Function 2.e
to be determined based on 8 channels rather than the 4 actual 2-out-of-4
Voter channels. The redundant outputs from the 2-out-of-4 Voter channel
(2 for APRM trips and 2 for OPRM trips) are considered part of the same
channel, but the OPRM and APRM outputs are considered to be separate
channels for application of SR 3.3.1.1.17, so N = 8. The note further
requires that testing of OPRM and APRM outputs from a 2-out-of-4 Voter
be alternated. In addition to these commitments, References 15 and
16 require that the testing of inputs to each RPS Trip System alternate.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1.17 (continued)
Combining these frequency requirements, an acceptable test sequence is
one that:
a.

Tests each RPS Trip System interface every other cycle,

b.

Alternates the testing of APRM and OPRM outputs from any specific
2-out-of-4 Voter Channel

c.

Alternates between divisions at least every other test cycle.

The testing sequence shown in the table below is one sequence that
satisfies these requirements.
Function 2.e Testing Sequence for SR 3.3.1.1.17
"Staggering"
24Month
Cycle

Voter
Output
Tested
I

Voter Al
Output

Voter A2
Output

Voter B1
Output

I

1st

OPRM Al

2nd

APRM B1

3rd

OPRM A2

4th

APRM B2

5th

APRM A1

6th

OPRM B1

7th

APRM A2

8th

OPRM B2

Voter
B2

jOutput

OPRM
APRM

OPRM
APRM
APRM
OPRM
APRM
OPRM

RPS Trip
System

Division

A

1

B

1

A

2

B

2

A

1

B

1

A

2

B

2

After 8 cycles, the sequence repeats.
Each test of an OPRM or APRM output tests each of the redundant
outputs from the 2-out-of-4 Voter channel for that Function and each of
the corresponding relays in the RPS. Consequently, each of the RPS
relays is tested every fourth cycle. The RPS relay testing frequency is
twice the frequency justified by References 15 and 16.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1.19
This surveillance involves confirming the OPRM Trip auto-enable
setpoints. The auto-enable setpoint values are considered to be nominal
values as discussed in Reference 21. This surveillance ensures that the
OPRM Trip is enabled (not bypassed) for the correct values of APRM
Simulated Thermal Power and recirculation drive flow. Other surveillances
ensure that the APRM Simulated Thermal Power and recirculation drive
flow properly correlate with THERMAL POWER (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and core
flow (SR 3.3.1.1.20), respectively.
If any auto-enable setpoint is nonconservative (i.e., the OPRM Trip is
bypassed when APRM Simulated Thermal Power Ž 25% and recirculation
drive flow < value equivalent to the core flow value defined in the COLR,
then the affected channel is considered inoperable for the OPRM Trip
Function. Alternatively, the OPRM Trip auto-enable setpoint(s) may be
adjusted to place the channel in a conservative condition (not bypassed).
If the OPRM Trip is placed in the not-bypassed condition, this SR is met,
and the channel is considered OPERABLE.
For purposes of this surveillance, consistent with Reference 21, the
conversion from core flow values defined in the COLR to drive flow values
used for this SR can be conservatively determined by a linear scaling
assuming that 100% drive flow corresponds to 100 MIb/hr core flow, with
no adjustment made for expected deviations between core flow and drive
flow below 100%.
The Frequency of 24 months is based on engineering judgment and
reliability of the components.
SR 3.3.1.1.20
The APRM Simulated Thermal Power-High Function (Function 2.b) uses
drive flow to vary the trip setpoint. The OPRM Trip Function (Function 2.f)
uses drive flow to automatically enable or bypass the OPRM Trip output to
RPS. Both of these Functions use drive flow as a representation of
reactor core flow. SR 3.3.1.1.18 ensures that the drive flow transmitters
and processing electronics are calibrated. This SR adjusts the
recirculation drive flow scaling factors in each APRM channel to provide
the appropriate drive flow/core flow alignment.
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The Frequency of 24 months considers that any change in the core flow to
drive flow functional relationship during power operation would be gradual
and the maintenance of the Recirculation System and core components
that may impact the relationship is expected to be performed during
refueling outages. This frequency also considers the period after reaching
plant equilibrium conditions necessary to perform the test, engineering
judgment of the time required to collect and analyze the necessary flow
data, and engineering judgment of the time required to enter and check
the applicable scaling factors in each of the APRM channels. This
timeframe is acceptable based on the relatively small alignment errors
expected, and the margins already included in the APRM Simulated
Thermal Power - High and OPRM Trip Function trip - enable setpoints.
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RPS Instrumentation Sensor Diversity
Scram Sensors for Initiating Events
RPV Variables
Anticipatory
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

M

Fuel
(g)

MSIV Closure

X

X

X

Turbine Trip (w/bypass)

X

X

Generator Trip (w/bypass)

X

X

Pressure Regulator Failure (primary
pressure decrease) (MSIV closure trip)

X

Pressure Regulator Failure (primary
pressure decrease) (Level 8 trip)

X

Pressure Regulator Failure (primary
pressure increase)

X

Feedwater Controller Failure (high
reactor water level)

X

(low

X

Initiation Events

Feedwater Controller Failure
reactor water level)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Loss of AC Power (loss of grid
connections)

X

X

X

X

X

X

(g)

X

X

Loss of AC Power (loss of transformer)

(e)
(f)

X

X

X

(a)

X
X

X

Loss of Condenser Vacuum

(b)
(c)
(d)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High
Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3
Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure
Turbine Stop Valve-Closure
Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure
Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND

The primary containment isolation instrumentation automatically initiates
closure of appropriate primary containment isolation valves (PCIVs). The
function of the PCIVs, in combination with other accident mitigation
systems, is to limit fission product release during and following postulated
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Primary containment isolation within the
time limits specified for those isolation valves designed to close
automatically ensures that the release of radioactive material to the
environment will be consistent with the assumptions used in the analyses
for a DBA.
The isolation instrumentation includes the sensors, relays, and
instruments that are necessary to cause initiation of primary containment
and reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) isolation. When the
setpoint is reached, the sensor actuates, which then outputs an isolation
signal to the isolation logic. Functional diversity is provided by monitoring
a wide range of independent parameters. The input parameters to the
isolation logics are (a) reactor vessel water level, (b) area ambient and
emergency cooler temperatures, (c) main steam line (MSL) flow
measurement, (d) Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System initiation,
(e) condenser vacuum, (f) main steam line pressure, (g) high pressure
coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) steam
line A pressure, (h) SGTS Exhaust radiation, (i) HPCI and RCIC steam line
pressure, (j) HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure,
(k) reactor water cleanup (RWCU) differential flow and high flow,
(I) reactor steam dome pressure, and (m) drywell pressure. Redundant
sensor input signals from each parameter are provided for initiation of
isolation. The only exception is SLC System initiation. In addition, manual
isolation of the logics is provided.
Primary containment isolation instrumentation has inputs to the trip logic
of the isolation functions listed below.
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1. Main Steam Line Isolation
Most MSL Isolation Functions receive inputs from four channels. The
outputs from these channels are combined in a one-out-of-two taken
twice logic to initiate isolation of all main steam isolation valves (MSIVs).
The outputs from the same channels are arranged into two
two-out-of-two logic trip systems to isolate all MSL drain valves. The
MSL drain line has two isolation valves with one two-out-of-two logic
system associated with each valve.
The exceptions to this arrangement are the Main Steam Line Flow-High
Function. The Main Steam Line Flow-High Function uses 16 flow
channels, four for each steam line. One channel from each steam line
inputs to one of the four trip strings. Two trip strings make up each trip
system and both trip systems must trip to cause an MSL isolation. Each
trip string has four inputs (one per MSL), any one of which will trip the
trip string. The trip strings are arranged in a one-out-of-two taken twice
logic. This is effectively a one-out-of-eight taken twice logic
arrangement to initiate isolation of the MSIVs. Similarly, the 16 flow
channels are connected into two two-out-of-two logic trip systems
(effectively, two one-out-of-four twice logic), with each trip system
isolating one of the two MSL drain valves.

2. Primary Containment Isolation
Most Primary Containment Isolation Functions receive inputs from four
channels. The outputs from these channels are arranged into two
two-out-of-two logic trip systems. One trip system initiates isolation of all
inboard primary containment isolation valves, while the other trip system
initiates isolation of all outboard primary containment isolation valves.
Each logic closes one of the two valves on each penetration, so that
operation of either logic isolates the penetration.
The exceptions to this arrangement are as follows. Hydrogen and
Oxygen Analyzers which isolate Division I Analyzer on a Division I
isolation signal, and Division II Analyzer on a Division II isolation signal.
This is to ensure monitoring capability is not lost. Chilled Water to
recirculation pumps and Liquid Radwaste Collection System isolation
valves

(continued)
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2. Primary Containment Isolation (continued)
where both inboard and outboard valves will isolate on either division
providing the isolation signal. Traversing incore probe ball valves and
the instrument gas to the drywell to suppression chamber vacuum
breakers only have one isolation valve and receives a signal from only
one division.
3., 4. High Pressure Coolant Iniection System Isolation and Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling System Isolation
Most Functions that isolate HPCI and RCIC receive input from two
channels, with each channel in one trip system using a one-out-of-one
logic. Each of the two trip systems in each isolation group is connected
to one of the two valves on each associated penetration.
The exceptions are the HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm
Pressure-High and Steam Supply Line Pressure-Low Functions. These
Functions receive inputs from four turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure
and four steam supply pressure channels for each system. The outputs
from the turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure and steam supply
pressure channels are each connected to two two-out-of-two trip
systems. Each trip system isolates one valve per associated
penetration.
5. Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Isolation Function
receives input from four reactor vessel water level channels. The
outputs from the reactor vessel water level channels are connected into
two two-out-of-two trip systems. The Differential Flow-High, Flow-High,
and SLC System Initiation Functions receive input from two channels,
with each channel in one trip system using a one-out-of-one logic. The
temperature isolations are divided into three Functions. These
Functions are Pump Area, Penetration Area, and Heat Exchanger Area.
Each area is monitored by two temperature monitors, one for each trip
system. These are configured so that any one input will trip the
associated trip system. Each of the two trip systems is connected to
one of the two valves on each RWCU penetration.

(continued)
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6. Shutdown Cooling System Isolation
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function receives input
from four reactor vessel water level channels. The outputs from the
reactor vessel water level channels are connected to two two-out-of-two
trip systems. The Reactor Vessel Pressure-High Function receives input
from two channels, with each channel in one trip system using a
one-out-of-one logic. Each of the two trip systems is connected to one
of the two valves on each shutdown cooling penetration.
7. Traversing Incore Probe System Isolation
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Isolation Function
receives input from two reactor vessel water level channels. The
Drywell Pressure-High Isolation Function receives input from two drywell
pressure channels. The outputs from the reactor vessel water level
channels and drywell pressure channels are connected into one two-outof-two logic trip system.
When either Isolation Function actuates, the TIP drive mechanisms will
withdraw the TIPs, if inserted, and close the inboard TIP System
isolation ball valves when the proximity probe senses the TIPs are
withdrawn into the shield. The TIP System isolation ball valves are only
open when the TIP System is in use. The outboard TIP System isolation
valves are manual shear valves.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

The isolation signals generated by the primary containment isolation
instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the safety analyses of
References 1 and 2 to initiate closure of valves to limit offsite doses.
Refer to LCO 3.6.1.3, "Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs),"
Applicable Safety Analyses Bases for more detail of the safety analyses.
Primary containment isolation instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement. (Ref. 8) Certain instrumentation Functions are
retained for other reasons and are described below in the individual
Functions discussion.
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The OPERABILITY of the primary containment instrumentation is
dependent on the OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation
channel Functions specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1. Each Function must
have a required number of OPERABLE channels, with their setpoints
within the specified Allowable Values, where appropriate. A channel is
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable
Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable
setpoint methodology assumptions. Each channel must also respond
within its assumed response time, where appropriate.

Allowable Values are specified for each Primary Containment Isolation
Function specified in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in
the setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure
that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value between
CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than
the nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable.
Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at which an
action should take place. The setpoints are compared to the actual
process parameter (e.g., reactor vessel water level), and when the
measured output value of the process parameter reaches the setpoint,
the associated device changes state. The analytic limits are derived
from the limiting values of the process parameters obtained from the
safety analysis. The Allowable Values are derived from the analytic
limits, corrected for calibration, process, and some of the instrument
errors. The trip setpoints are then determined accounting for the
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpoints derived in this
manner provide adequate protection because instrumentation
uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances, instrument drift,
and severe environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.
In general, the individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 consistent with the Applicability for LCO 3.6.1.1,
"Primary Containment." Functions that have different Applicabilities are
discussed below in the individual Functions discussion.
The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and Applicability
discussions are listed below on a Function by Function basis.
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The penetrations which are isolated by the below listed functions can be
determined by referring to the PCIV Table found in the Bases of LCO
3.6.1.3, "Primary Containment Isolation Valves."
Main Steam Line Isolation
l.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1
Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that the
capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level
decrease too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of the
MSIVs and other interfaces with the reactor vessel occurs to prevent
offsite dose limits
from being exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,

Level 1 Function is one of the many Functions assumed to be
OPERABLE and capable of providing isolation signals. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Function associated with
isolation is assumed in the analysis of the recirculation line break
(Ref. 1). The isolation of the MSLs on Level 1 supports actions to
ensure that offsite dose limits are not exceeded for a DBA.
Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from four level
instruments that sense the difference between the pressure due to a
constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Function are available and
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable Value
is chosen to be the same as the ECCS Level 1 Allowable Value
(LCO 3.3.5.1) to ensure that the MSLs isolate on a potential loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) to prevent offsite and control room doses from
exceeding regulatory limits.
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l.b. Main Steam Line Pressure-Low

Low MSL pressure indicates that there may be a problem with the
turbine pressure regulation, which could result in a low reactor vessel
water level condition and the RPV cooling down more than 100°F/hr if
the pressure loss is allowed to continue. The Main Steam Line
Pressure-Low Function is directly assumed in the analysis of the
pressure regulator failure (Ref. 2). For this event, the closure of the
MSIVs ensures that the RPV temperature change limit (100°F/hr) is not
reached. In addition, this Function supports actions to ensure that
Safety Limit 2.1.1.1 is not exceeded. (This Function closes the MSIVs
prior to pressure decreasing below 785 psig, which results in a scram
due to MSIV closure, thus reducing reactor power to < 23% RTP.)
The MSL low pressure signals are initiated from four instruments that
are connected to the MSL header. The instruments are arranged such
that, even though physically separated from each other, each instrument
is able to detect low MSL pressure. Four channels of Main Steam Line
Pressure-Low Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE
to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.
The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low trip will only occur after a 500 millisecond time delay to prevent any spurious isolations.
The Allowable Value was selected to be high enough to prevent
excessive RPV depressurization. The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low
Function is only required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 since this is
when the assumed transient can occur (Ref. 2).
1.c. Main Steam Line Flow-Hiqh
Main Steam Line Flow-High is provided to detect a break of the MSL
and to initiate closure of the MSIVs. If the steam were allowed to
continue flowing out of the break, the reactor would depressurize and
the core could uncover. If the RPV water level decreases too far, fuel
damage could occur. Therefore, the isolation is initiated on high flow to
prevent or minimize core damage. The Main Steam Line Flow-High
Function is
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1.c. Main Steam Line Flow-HiQh (continued)
directly assumed in the analysis of the main steam line break (MSLB)
(Ref. 1). The isolation action, along with the scram function of the
Reactor Protection System (RPS), ensures that the fuel peak cladding
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46 and offsite and
control room doses do not exceed regulatory limits.
The MSL flow signals are initiated from 16 instruments that are
connected to the four MSLs. The instruments are arranged such that,
even though physically separated from each other, all four connected to
one MSL would be able to detect the high flow. Four channels of Main
Steam Line Flow-High Function for each unisolated MSL (two channels
per trip system) are available and are required to be OPERABLE so that
no single instrument failure will preclude detecting a break in any
individual MSL.
1.d. Condenser Vacuum-Low
The Allowable Value is chosen to ensure that offsite dose limits are not
exceeded due to the break.
The Condenser Vacuum-Low Function is provided to prevent
overpressurization of the main condenser in the event of a loss of the
main condenser vacuum. Since the integrity of the condenser is an
assumption in offsite dose calculations, the Condenser Vacuum-Low
Function is assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating closure
of the MSIVs. The closure of the MSIVs is initiated to prevent the
addition of steam that would lead to additional condenser pressurization
and possible rupture of the diaphragm installed to protect the turbine
exhaust hood, thereby preventing a potential radiation leakage path
following an accident.
Condenser vacuum pressure signals are derived from four pressure
instruments that sense the pressure in the condenser. Four channels of
Condenser Vacuum-Low Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.
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1.d. Condenser Vacuum-Low (continued)
The Allowable Value is chosen to prevent damage to the condenser due
to pressurization, thereby ensuring its integrity for offsite dose analysis.
As noted (footnote (a) to Table 3.3.6.1-1), the channels are not required
to be OPERABLE in MODES 2 and 3 when all main turbine stop valves
(TSVs) are closed, since the potential for condenser overpressurization
is minimized. Switches are provided to manually bypass the channels
when all TSVs are closed.
1.e. Reactor Buildinq Main Steam Tunnel Temperature-Hiqh
Reactor Building Main Steam Tunnel temperature is provided to detect a
leak in the RCPB and provides diversity to the high flow instrumentation.
The isolation occurs when a very small leak has occurred. If the small
leak is allowed to continue without isolation, offsite dose limits may be
reached. However, credit for these instruments is not taken in any
transient or accident analysis in the FSAR, since bounding analyses are
performed for large breaks, such as MSLBs.
Area temperature signals are initiated from thermocouples located in the
area being monitored. Four channels of Reactor Building Main Steam
Tunnel Temperature-High Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.
The reactor building main steam tunnel temperature trip will only occur
after a one second time delay.
The temperature monitoring Allowable Value is chosen to detect a leak
equivalent to approximately 25 gpm of water.
1.f. Manual Initiation
The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals into the
MSL isolation logic that are redundant to the automatic protective
instrumentation and provide manual isolation capability. There is no
specific FSAR safety analysis that takes credit for this Function. It is
retained for the overall redundancy and diversity of the isolation function
as required by the NRC in the plant licensing basis.
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1.f. Manual Initiation (continued)
There are four push buttons for the logic, two manual initiation push
button per trip system. There is no Allowable Value for this Function
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push buttons.
Two channels of Manual Initiation Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, since these are the
MODES in which the MSL isolation automatic Functions are required to
be OPERABLE.
Primary Containment Isolation
2.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3
Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. The valves whose penetrations communicate with the
primary containment are isolated to limit the release of fission products.
The isolation of the primary containment on Level 3 supports actions to
ensure that offsite and control room dose regulatory limits are not
exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function
associated with isolation is implicitly assumed in the FSAR analysis as
these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated post LOCA.
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 signals are initiated from level
instruments that sense the difference between the pressure due to a
constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
can preclude the isolation function.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Allowable Value was
chosen to be the same as the RPS Level 3 scram Allowable Value
(LCO 3.3.1.1), since isolation of these valves is not critical to orderly
plant shutdown.
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Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. The valves whose penetrations communicate with the
primary containment are isolated to limit the release of fission products.
The isolation of the primary containment on Level 2 supports actions to
ensure that offsite and control room dose regulatory limits are not
exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function
associated with isolation is implicitly assumed in the FSAR analysis as
these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated post LOCA.
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are initiated from
level instruments that sense the difference between the pressure due to
a constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
can preclude the isolation function.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable Value was
chosen to be the same as the ECCS Level 2 Allowable Value
(LCO 3.3.5.1), since this may be indicative of a LOCA.
2.c. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level I
Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that the
capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level
decrease too far, fuel damage could result. The valves whose
penetrations communicate with the primary containment are isolated to
limit the release of fission products. The isolation of the primary
containment on Level 1 supports actions to ensure the offsite and
control room dose regulatory limits are not exceeded. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low, Level 1 Function associated with
isolation is implicitly assumed in the FSAR analysis as these leakage
paths are assumed to be isolated post LOCA.
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2.c. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 (continued)
Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from four level
instruments that sense the difference between the pressure due to a
constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor
Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Function are available and
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Allowable Value
is chosen to be the same as the ECCS Level 1 Allowable Value
(LCO 3.3.5.1) to ensure that the associated penetrations isolate on a
potential loss of coolant accident (LOCA) to prevent offsite and control
room doses from exceeding regulatory limits.
2.d. Drvwell Pressure-Hiah
High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB inside the
primary containment. The isolation of some of the primary containment
isolation valves on high drywell pressure supports actions to ensure that
offsite
and control room dose regulatory limits are not exceeded. The Drywell
Pressure-High Function, associated with isolation of the primary
containment, is implicitly assumed in the FSAR accident analysis as
these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated post LOCA.
High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure instruments
that sense the pressure in the drywell. Four channels of Drywell
Pressure-High per Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.
The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS Drywell
Pressure-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since this may be
indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.
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2.e. SGTS Exhaust Radiation-Hiah

High SGTS Exhaust radiation indicates possible gross failure of the fuel
cladding. Therefore, when SGTS Exhaust Radiation High is detected,
an isolation is initiated to limit the release of fission products. However,
this Function is not assumed in any accident or transient analysis in the
FSAR because other leakage paths (e.g., MSIVs) are more limiting.
The SGTS Exhaust radiation signals are initiated from radiation
detectors that are located in the SGTS Exhaust. Two channels of SGTS
Exhaust Radiation-High Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.
The Allowable Value is low enough to promptly detect gross failures in
the fuel cladding.
2.f. Manual Initiation
The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals into the
primary containment isolation logic that are redundant to the automatic
protective instrumentation and provide manual isolation capability.
There is no specific FSAR safety analysis that takes credit for this
Function. It is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the
isolation function as required by the NRC in the plant licensing basis.
There are two push buttons for the logic, one manual initiation push
button per trip system. There is no Allowable Value for this Function
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push buttons.
Two channels of the Manual Initiation Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, since these are the
MODES in which the Primary Containment Isolation automatic Functions
are required to be OPERABLE.
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High Pressure Coolant Injection and Reactor Core Isolation
Coolinq Systems Isolation
3.a., 4.a. HPCI and RCIC Steam Line A Pressure-Hicih
Steam Line A Pressure High Functions are provided to detect a break of
the RCIC or HPCI steam lines and initiate closure of the steam line
isolation valves of the appropriate system. If the steam is allowed to
continue flowing out of the break, the reactor will depressurize and the
core can uncover. Therefore, the isolations are initiated on high flow to
prevent or minimize core damage. The isolation action, along with the
scram function of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. Specific credit
for these Functions is not assumed in any FSAR accident analyses
since the bounding analysis is performed for large breaks such as
recirculation and MSL breaks. However, these instruments prevent the
RCIC or HPCI steam line breaks from becoming bounding.

The HPCI and RCIC Steam Line A Pressure - High signals are initiated
from instruments (two for HPCI and two for RCIC) that are connected to
the system steam lines. Two channels of both HPCI and RCIC Steam
Line A pressure-High Functions are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.
The steam line A Pressure - High will only occur after a 3 second time
delay to prevent any spurious isolations.
The Allowable Values are chosen to be low enough to ensure that the
trip occurs to prevent fuel damage and maintains the MSLB event as the
bounding event, and high enough to be above the maximum transient
steam flow during system startup.
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3.b., 4.b. HPCI and RCIC Steam Supply Line A Pressure-Low
Low MSL pressure indicates that the pressure of the steam in the HPCI
or RCIC turbine may be too low to continue operation of the associated
system's turbine. These isolations are for equipment protection and are
not assumed in any transient or accident analysis in the FSAR.
However, they also provide a diverse signal to indicate a possible
system break. These instruments are included in Technical
Specifications (TS) because of the potential for risk due to possible
failure of the instruments preventing HPCI and RCIC initiations (Ref. 3).
The HPCI and RCIC Steam Supply Line Pressure-Low signals are
initiated from instruments (four for HPCI and four for RCIC) that are
connected to the system steam line. Four channels of both HPCI and
RCIC Steam Supply Line Pressure-Low Functions are available and
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.
The Allowable Values are selected to be high enough to prevent
damage to the system's turbine.
3.c., 4.c. HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure-High

High turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure indicates that a release of
steam into the associated compartment is possible. That is, one of two
exhaust diaphragms has ruptured. These isolations are to prevent
steam from entering the associated compartment and are not assumed
in any transient or accident analysis in the FSAR. These instruments
are included in the TS because of the potential for risk due to possible
failure of the instruments preventing HPCI and RCIC initiations (Ref. 3).
The HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphram Pressure-High signals
and initiated from instruments (four for HPCI and four for RCIC) that are
connected to the area between the rupture diaphragms on each
system's turbine exhaust line. Four channels of both HPCI and RCIC
Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure-High Functions are available and
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.
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3.c., 4.c. HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure-High
(continued)
The Allowable Values is low enough to identify a high turbine exhaust
pressure condition resulting from a diaphragm rupture, or a leak in the
diaphragm adjacent to the exhaust line and high enough to prevent
inadvertent system isolation.
3.d., 4.d. Drvwell Pressure-Hiqh

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB. The HPCI and
RCIC isolation of the turbine exhaust vacuum breaker line is provided to
prevent communication with the wetwell when high drywell pressure
exists. A potential leakage path exists via the turbine exhaust. The
isolation is delayed until the system becomes unavailable for injection
(i.e., low steam supply line pressure). The isolation of the HPCI and
RCIC turbine exhaust vacuum breaker line by Drywell Pressure-High is
indirectly assumed in the FSAR accident analysis because the turbine
exhaust vacuum breaker line leakage path is not assumed to contribute
to offsite doses and is provided for long term containment isolation.
High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure instruments
that sense the pressure in the drywell. Four channels of both HPCI and
RCIC Drywell Pressure-High Functions are available and are required
to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude the isolation function.
The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS Drywell
Pressure-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since this is indicative of
a LOCA inside primary containment.
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3.e., 3.f., 3.q., 4.e., 4.f., 4.q., HPCI and RCIC Area and Emergency
Cooler Temperature-High
HPCI and RCIC Area and Emergency Cooler temperatures are provided
to detect a leak from the associated system steam piping. The isolation
occurs when a small leak has occurred and is diverse to the high flow
instrumentation. If the small leak is allowed to continue Without isolation,
offsite dose limits may be reached. These Functions are not assumed
in any FSAR transient or accident analysis, since bounding analyses are
performed for large breaks such as recirculation or MSL breaks.

Area and Emergency Cooler Temperature-High signals are initiated from
thermocouples that are appropriately located to protect the system that
is being monitored. Two Instruments monitor each area. Two channels
for each HPCI and RCIC Area and Emergency Cooler Temperature-High
Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.
The HPCI and RCIC Pipe Routing area temperature trips will only occur
after a 15 minute time delay to prevent any spurious temperature
isolations due to short temperature increases and allows operators
sufficient time to determine which system is leaking. The other ambient
temperature trips will only occur after a one second time delay to
prevent any spurious temperature isolations.
The Allowable Values are set low enough to detect a leak equivalent to
25 gpm, and high enough to avoid trips at expected operating
temperature.
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3.h.. 4.h. Manual Initiation

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals into the
HPCI and RCIC systems' isolation logics that are redundant to the
automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual isolation
capability. There is no specific FSAR safety analysis that takes credit
for these Functions. They are retained for overall redundancy and
diversity of the isolation function as required by the NRC in the plant
licensing basis
There is one manual initiation push button for each of the HPCI and
RCIC systems. One isolation pushbutton per system will introduce an
isolation to one of the two trip systems. There is no Allowable Value for
these Functions, since the channels are mechanically actuated based
solely on the position of the push buttons.
Two channels of both HPCI and RCIC Manual Initiation Functions are
available and are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3
since these are the MODES in which the HPCI and RCIC systems'
Isolation automatic Functions are required to be OPERABLE.
Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation
5.a. RWCU Differential Flow-Hiah

The high differential flow signal is provided to detect a break in the
RWCU System. This will detect leaks in the RWCU System when area
temperature would not provide detection (i.e., a cold leg break). Should
the reactor coolant continue to flow out of the break, offsite dose limits
may be exceeded. Therefore, isolation of the RWCU System is initiated
when high differential flow is sensed to prevent exceeding offsite doses.
A 45 second time delay is provided to prevent spurious trips during most
RWCU operational transients. This Function is not assumed in any
FSAR transient or accident analysis, since bounding analyses are
performed for large breaks such as MSLBs.
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5.a. RWCU Differential Flow-High (continued)
The high differential flow signals are initiated from instruments that are
connected to the inlet (from the recirculation suction) and outlets (to
condenser and feedwater) of the RWCU System. Two channels of
Differential Flow-High Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure downstream of
the common summer can preclude the isolation function.
The Differential Flow-High Allowable Value ensures that a break of the
RWCU piping is detected.
5.b, 5.c, 5.d RWCU Area Temperatures-High
RWCU area temperatures are provided to detect a leak from the RWCU
System. The isolation occurs even when small leaks have occurred and
is diverse to the high differential flow instrumentation for the hot portions
of the RWCU System. If the small leak continues without isolation,
offsite dose limits may be reached. Credit for these instruments is not
taken in any transient or accident analysis in the FSAR, since bounding
analyses are performed for large breaks such as recirculation or MSL
breaks.
Area temperature signals are initiated from temperature elements that
are located in the area that is being monitored. Six thermocouples
provide input to the Area Temperature-High Function (two per area). Six
channels are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.
The area temperature trip will only occur after a one second time to
prevent any spurious temperature isolations.
The Area Temperature-High Allowable Values are set low enough to
detect a leak equivalent to 25 gpm.
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5.e. SLC System Initiation
The isolation of the RWCU System is required when the SLC System
has been initiated to prevent dilution and removal of the boron solution
by the RWCU System (Ref. 4). SLC System initiation signals are
initiated from the two SLC pump start signals...
There is no Allowable Value associated with this Function since the
channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the position of the
SLC System initiation switch.
Two channels (one from each pump) of the SLC System Initiation
Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE only in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 which is consistent with the Applicability for the SLC
System (LCO 3.1.7).
As noted (footnote (b) to Table 3.3.6.1-1), this Function is only required
to close the outboard RWCU isolation valve trip systems.
5.f. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2
Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage
could result. Therefore, isolation of some interfaces with the reactor
vessel occurs to isolate the potential sources of a break. The isolation
of the RWCU System on Level 2 supports actions to ensure that the fuel
peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function associated
with RWCU isolation is not directly assumed in the FSAR safety
analyses because the RWCU System line break is bounded by breaks
of larger systems (recirculation and MSL breaks are more limiting).
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are initiated from
four level instruments that sense the difference between the pressure
due to a constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due
to the actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of
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5.f. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 (continued)
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function are available
and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.
The
was
Low
cool

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Allowable Value
chosen to be the same as the ECCS Reactor Vessel Water LevelLow, Level 2 Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since the capability to
the fuel may be threatened.

5.q. RWCU Flow - High
RWCU Flow-High Function is provided to detect a break of the RWCU
System. Should the reactor coolant continue to flow out of the break,
offsite dose limits may be exceeded. Therefore, isolation is initiated on
high flow to prevent or minimize core damage. The isolation action,
along with the scram function of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.
Specific credit for this Function is not assumed in any FSAR accident
analyses since the bounding analysis is performed for large breaks such
as recirculation and MSL breaks.
The RWCU Flow-High signals are initiated from two instruments. Two
channels of RWCU Flow-High Functions are available and are required
to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude the isolation function.
The RWCU flow trip will only occur after a 5 second time delay to
prevent spurious trips.
The Allowable Value is chosen to be low enough to ensure that the trip
occurs to prevent fuel damage and maintains the MSLB event as the
bounding event.
5.h. Manual Initiation
The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals into the
RWCU System isolation logic that are redundant to
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5.h. Manual Initiation (continued)
the automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual isolation
capability. There is no specific FSAR safety analysis that takes credit
for this Function. It is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of
the isolation function as required by the NRC in the plant licensing basis.
There are two push buttons for the logic, one manual initiation push
button per trip system. There is no Allowable Value for this Function,
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push buttons.
Two channels of the Manual Initiation Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 since these are the
MODES in which the RWCU System Isolation automatic Functions are
required to be OPERABLE.
Shutdown Cooling System Isolation
6.a. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High
The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High Function is provided to
isolate the shutdown cooling portion of the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) System. This interlock is provided only for equipment protection
to prevent an intersystem LOCA scenario, and credit for the interlock is
not assumed in the accident or transient analysis in the FSAR.
The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High signals are initiated from two
instruments. Two channels of Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High
Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. The
Function is only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, since
these are the only MODES in which the reactor can be pressurized with
the exception of Special Operations LCO 3.10.1; thus, equipment
protection is needed. The Allowable Value was chosen to be low
enough to protect the system equipment from overpressurization.
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6.b.- Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3
Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage
could result. Therefore, isolation of some reactor vessel interfaces
occurs to
begin isolating the potential sources of a break. The Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function associated with RHR Shutdown
Cooling System isolation is not directly assumed in safety analyses
because a break of the RHR Shutdown Cooling System is bounded by
breaks of the recirculation and MSL.
The RHR Shutdown Cooling System isolation on Level 3 supports
actions to ensure that the RPV water level does not drop below the top
of the active fuel during a vessel draindown event caused by a leak
(e.g., pipe break or inadvertent valve opening) in the RHR Shutdown
Cooling System.
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 signals are initiated from
four level instruments that sense the difference between the pressure
due to a constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due
to the actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels (two
channels per trip system) of the Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low,
Level 3 Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function. As noted (footnote (c) to Table 3.3.6.1-1), only two channels of
the Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function are required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 (and must input into the same trip
system), provided the RHR Shutdown Cooling System integrity is
maintained. System integrity is maintained provided the piping is intact
and no maintenance is being performed that has the potential for
draining the reactor vessel through the system.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Allowable Value was
chosen to be the same as the RPS Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low,
Level 3 Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.1.1), since the capability to cool the
fuel may be threatened.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Function is only
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 to prevent this
potential flow path from lowering the reactor vessel level to the top of
the fuel.
(continued)
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6.b. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 (continued)
In MODES 1 and 2, another isolation (i.e., Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure-High) and administrative controls ensure that this flow path
remains isolated to prevent unexpected loss of inventory via this flow
path.
6.c Manual Initiation
The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals to RHR
Shutdown Cooling System isolation logic that is redundant to the
automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual isolation
capability. There is no specific FSAR safety analysis that takes credit
for this Function. It is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of
the isolation function as required by the NRC in the plant licensing basis.
There are two push buttons for the logic, one manual initiation push
button per trip system. There is no Allowable Value for this Function
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push buttons.
Two channels of the Manual Initiation Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5, since these are the
MODES in which the RHR Shutdown Cooling System Isolation
automatic Function are required to be OPERABLE.

Traversinq Incore Probe System Isolation
7.a Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3
Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be
threatened. The valves whose penetrations communicate with the
primary containment are isolated to limit the release of fission products.
The isolation of the primary containment on Level 3 supports actions to
ensure that offsite and control room dose regulatory limits are not
exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function
associated with isolation is implicitly assumed in the FSAR analysis as
these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated post LOCA.
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Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 signals are initiated from
level transmitters that sense the difference between the pressure due to
a constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the
actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Two channels of Reactor
Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
can initiate an inadvertent isolation actuation. The isolation function is
ensured by the manual shear valve in each penetration.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Allowable Value was
chosen to be the same as the RPS Level 3 scram Allowable Value (LCO
3.3.1.1), since isolation of these valves is not critical to orderly plant
shutdown.
7.b. Drvwell Pressure - Hiah
High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB inside the
primary containment. The isolation of some of the primary containment
isolation valves on high drywell pressure supports actions to ensure that
offsite and control room dose regulatory limits are not exceeded. The
Drywell Pressure - High Function, associated with isolation of the
primary containment, is implicitly assumed in the FSAR accident
analysis as these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated post LOCA.
High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure transmitters
that sense the pressure in the drywell. Two channels of Drywell
Pressure - High per Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can initiate an
inadvertent actuation. The isolation function is ensured by the manual
shear valve in each penetration.
The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS Drywell
Pressure - High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since this may be
indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.
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The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows penetration
flow path(s) to be unisolated intermittently under administrative controls.
These controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator at the controls
of the valve, who is in continuous communication with the control room.
In this way, the penetration can be rapidly isolated when a need for
primary containment isolation is indicated. Note 2 has been provided to
modify the ACTIONS related to primary containment isolation
instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that
once a Condition has been entered, subsequent divisions, subsystems,
components, or variables expressed in the Condition, discovered to be
inoperable or not within limits, will not result in separate entry into the
Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions of the
Condition continue to apply for each additional failure, with Completion
Times based on initial entry into the Condition. However, the Required
Actions for inoperable primary containment isolation instrumentation
channels provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows
separate Condition entry for each inoperable primary containment
isolation instrumentation channel.
A. 1
Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide isolation signals
and the redundancy of the isolation design, an allowable out of service
time of 12 hours for Functions 2.a, 2.d, 6.b, 7.a, and 7.b and 24 hours
for Functions other than Functions 2.a, 2.d, 6.b, 7.a, and 7.b has been
shown to be acceptable (Refs. 5 and 6) to permit restoration of any
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. This out of service time is
only acceptable provided the associated Function is still maintaining
isolation capability (refer to Required Action B.1 Bases). If the
inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
allowable out of service time, the channel must be placed in the tripped
condition per Required Action A.1. Placing the inoperable channel in
trip would conservatively compensate for the inoperability, restore
capability to accommodate a single failure, and allow operation to
continue with no further restrictions. Alternately, if it is not desired to
place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the
inoperable channel in trip would result in an isolation), Condition C must
be entered and its Required Action taken.
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B.1 and B.2
Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate actions are
taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped channels within the same
Function result in redundant automatic isolation capability being lost for
the associated penetration flow path(s). The MSL Isolation Functions
are considered to be maintaining isolation capability when sufficient
channels are OPERABLE or in trip, such that both trip systems will
generate a trip signal from the given Function on a valid signal. The
other isolation functions are considered to be maintaining isolation
capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip, such that
one trip system will generate a trip signal from the given Function on a
valid signal. This ensures that one of the two PCIVs in the associated
penetration flow path can receive an isolation signal from the given
Function. For Functions 1.a,l.b, 1d, and 1.e, this would require both
trip systems to have one channel OPERABLE or in trip. For
Function 1 .c, this would require both trip systems to have one channel,
associated with each MSL, OPERABLE or in trip. Therefore, this would
require both trip systems to have one channel per location OPERABLE
or in trip. For Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, 3.b, 3.c, 3.d, 4.b, 4.c, 4.d, 5.f,
and 6.b, this would require one trip system to have two channels, each
OPERABLE or in trip. For Functions 2.e, 3.a, 3.e, 3.f, 3.g, 4.a, 4.e, 4.f,
4.g, 5.a, 5.b, 5.c, 5.d, 5.e, 5.g, and 6.a, this would require one trip
system to have one channel OPERABLE or in trip. The Condition does
not include the Manual Initiation Functions (Functions 1.f, 2.f, 3.h, 4.h,
5.h, and 6.c), since they are not assumed in any accident or transient
analysis. Thus, a total loss of manual initiation capability for 24 hours
(as allowed by Required Action A.1) is allowed.
The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to evaluate
and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The 1 hour Completion Time
is acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for
restoration or tripping of channels.
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C.1
Required Action C.1 directs entry into the appropriate Condition
referenced in Table 3.3.6.1-1. The applicable Condition specified in
Table 3.3.6.1-1 is Function and MODE or other specified condition
dependent and may change as the Required Action of a previous
Condition is completed. Each time an inoperable channel has not met
any Required Action of Condition A or B and the associated Completion
Time has expired, Condition C will be entered for that channel and
provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent Condition.
D. 1, D.2.1, and D.2.2
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip
within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must be. placed in a
MODE or other specified condition in which the LCO does not apply.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and
in MODE 4 within 36 hours (Required Actions D.2.1 and D.2.2).
Alternately, the associated MSLs may be isolated (Required Action D.1),
and, if allowed (i.e., plant safety analysis allows operation with an MSL
isolated), operation with that MSL isolated may continue. Isolating the
affected MSL accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable
channel. The Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
E.1
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip
within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a
MODE or other specified condition in which the LCO does not apply.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 2 within 6 hours.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 2 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
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F.1
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip
within the allowed Completion Time, plant operations may continue if the
affected penetration flow path(s) is isolated. Isolating the affected
penetration flow path(s) accomplishes the safety function of the
inoperable channels.
If it is not desired to isolate the affected penetration flow path(s) (e.g., as
in the case where isolating the penetration flow path(s) could result in a
reactor scram), Condition H must be entered and its Required Actions
taken.
The 1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes risk
while allowing sufficient time for plant operations personnel to isolate the
affected penetration flow path(s).
G.1
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip
within the allowed Completion Time, plant operations may continue if the
affected penetration flow, path(s) is isolated. Isolating the affected
penetration flow path(s) accomplishes the safety function of the
inoperable channels. The 24 hour Completion Time is acceptable due
to the fact that these Functions are either not assumed in any accident
or transient analysis in the FSAR (Manual Initiation) or, in the case of the
TIP System isolation, the TIP System penetration is a small bore (0.280
inch), its isolation in a design basis event (with loss of offsite power)
would be via the manually operated shear valves, and the ability to
manually isolate by either the normal isolation valve or the shear valve is
unaffected by the inoperable instrumentation. It should be noted,
however, that the TIP System is powered from an auxiliary
instrumentation bus which has an uninterruptible power supply and
hence, the TIP drive mechanisms and ball valve control will still function
in the event of a loss of offsite power. Alternately, if it is not desired to
isolate the affected penetration flow path(s) (e.g., as in the case where
isolating the penetration flow path(s) could result in a reactor scram),
Condition H must be entered and its Required Actions taken.
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H.1 and H.2
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip
within the allowed Completion Time, or any Required Action of
Condition F or G is not met and the associated Completion Time has
expired, the plant must be placed in a MODE or other specified condition
in which the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
1.1 and 1.2
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip
within the allowed Completion Time, the associated SLC subsystem(s) is
declared inoperable or the RWCU System is isolated. Since this
Function is required to ensure that the SLC System performs its
intended function, sufficient remedial measures are provided by
declaring the associated SLC subsystems inoperable or isolating the
RWCU System.
The 1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes risk
while allowing sufficient time for personnel to isolate the RWCU System.
J.1 and J.2
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip
within the allowed Completion Time, the associated penetration flow
path should be closed. However, if the shutdown cooling function is
needed to provide core cooling, these Required Actions allow the
penetration flow path to remain unisolated provided action is
immediately initiated to restore the channel to OPERABLE status or to
isolate the RHR Shutdown Cooling System (i.e., provide alternate decay
heat removal capabilities so the penetration flow path can be isolated).
Actions must continue until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status
or the RHR Shutdown Cooling System is isolated.
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The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that when a
channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions
may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function
maintains trip capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or
expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be returned to
OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition entered and Required
Actions taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Refs. 5
and 6) assumption of the average time required to perform channel
surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing
allowance does not significantly reduce the probability that the PCIVs
will isolate the penetration flow path(s) when necessary.
SR 3.3.6.1.1
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the
assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter
should read approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift in one of the channels or of something even more
serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it
is key to verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Agreement criteria which are determined by the plant staff based on an
investigation of a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
may be used to support this parameter comparison and include
indication and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be
an indication that the instrument has drifted outside its limit, and does
not necessarily indicate the channel is Inoperable.
The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates
channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal
checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.6.1.2
A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended
function.
The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.2 is based on the reliability analysis
described in References 5 and 6.
This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 provides a general exception
to the definition of CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. This exception is
necessary because the design of instrumentation does not facilitate
functional testing of all required contacts of the relays which input into
the combinational logic. (Reference 11) Performance of such a test
could result in a plant transient or place the plant in an undo risk
situation. Therefore, for this SR, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
verifies acceptable response by verifying the change of state of the relay
which inputs into the combinational logic. The required contacts not
tested during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST are tested under the
LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, SR 3.3.6.1.5. This is acceptable
because operating experience shows that the contacts not tested during
the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST normally pass the LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and the testing methodology minimizes the risk of
unplanned transients.
Note 2 provides a second specific exception to the definition of
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. For Functions 2.e, 3.a, and 4.a,
certain channel relays are not included in the performance of the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. These exceptions are necessary
because the circuit design does not facilitate functional testing of the
entire channel through to the coil of the relay which enters the
combinational logic. (Reference 11) Specifically, testing of all required
relays would require rendering the affected system (i.e., HPCI or RCIC)
inoperable, or require lifting of leads and inserting test equipment which
could lead to unplanned transients. Therefore, for these circuits, the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies acceptable response by
verifying the actuation of circuit devices up to the point where further
testing could result in an unplanned transient. (References 10 and 12)
The required relays not tested during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST are tested under the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, SR
3.3.6.1.5. This exception
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REQUIREMENTS

is acceptable because operating experience shows that the devices not
tested during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST normally pass the
LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, and the testing methodology
minimizes the risk of unplanned transients.
SR 3.3.6.1.3 and SR 3.3.6.1.4
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies that the channel responds to the
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the
plant specific setpoint methodology.
The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.3 is based on the assumption of a 92 day
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis. The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.4 is based on
the assumption of an 24 month calibration interval in the determination
of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.
It should be noted that some of the primary containment High Drywell
pressure instruments, although only required to be calibrated on a 24
month Frequency, are calibrated quarterly based on other TS
requirements.
SR 3.3.6.1.5
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific.channel. The
system functional testing performed on PCIVs in LCO 3.6.1.3 overlaps
this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed safety
function. The 24 month Frequency is based on the need to perform
portions of this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the Surveillance
when performed at the 24 month Frequency.
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SR 3.3.6.1.6
This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less
than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident analysis.
Testing is performed only on channels where the guidance given in
Reference 9 could not be met, which identified that degradation of
response time can usually be detected by other surveillance tests.
As stated in Note 1, the response time of the sensors for Functions 1 .b,
is excluded from ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME testing.
Because the vendor does not provide a design instrument response
time, a penalty value to account for the sensor response time is included
in determining total channel response time. The penalty value is based
on the historical performance of the sensor. (Reference 13) This
allowance is supported by Reference 9 which determined that significant
degradation of the sensor channel response time can be detected
during performance of other Technical Specification SRs and that the
sensor response time is a small part of the overall ISOLATION
RESPONSE TIME testing.
Function 1.a and 1 .c channel sensors and logic components are
excluded from response time testing in accordance with the provisions
of References 14 and 15.
As stated in Note 2, response time testing of isolating relays is not
required for Function 5.a. This allowance is supported by Reference 9.
These relays isolate their respective isolation valve after a nominal 45
second time delay in the circuitry. No penalty value is included in the
response time calculation of this function. This is due to the historical
response time testing results of relays of the same manufacturer and
model number being less than 100 milliseconds, which is well within the
expected accuracy of the 45 second time delay relay.
ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are
included in Reference 7. This test may be performed in one
measurement, or in overlapping segments, with verification that all
components are tested.
ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an
24 month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The 24 month Frequency is
consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is based upon
plant operating experience that shows that random failures of
instrumentation
(continued)
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SR 3.3.6.1.6 (continued)
components causing serious response time degradation, but not
channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.
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